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1, 0
	 INTRODUCTION
:Analyses o1 ,icinali ,n 5y 1 , 1,15 ft,r ,ipplications in space, and on 111v lunar
511rface, tih,,w that It in dcsir,,blc • t. w., lizc hydraulics 1,,r certain tasks
which rcclnirc high p-,,,v(•r lcvcl5. Thc devcIOp sent .,f hydraulic technology
I— meet the needs ()f these • task involves evaluation of system dynamic
response over a wide • rang(- ,f flmd tcmperaturc (275 to -2 .1(1°F) and
viscosity (0.; to 50. 000 ccritist ,kcs). Such (-valuations, particularly in
tlic area of low temperature hydraulics, have been performed, to various
dcgrees, at The 13ocing C„)mpany since 1963.
Initial company sponsored research demonstrated that stat:-- f - the - art
MIL-I1-5606 hydraulic systems were not s,i:table for operation at ternper-
atu,cs im,-zh h .l ,.,, - ;°F,(rcf(-rencc 1).	 W,,rk performed snider, or
a sE aciate.l w it l l, NASA contract NAS H- 1 1 722 (references L, 3, 4, 5, 6
:tnd 7) dcni :)ns! ratc d that a systern -king DuPtmt E-3 fluid and phcnyl-
silicone sc,.ls providcd ac r- ptablc performance in the temperature range
. f ^7^ ttl - 12;°t if pruperiy des %ncd. :\ common result from the t110
pr.,Lr.-.nis was the rcee,gnizcd degr,elation in system response due to high
visc'-city effects un servovdiv? operation. It was concluded following the
NAS 8-117,'_ 2 contract 01, ,t research was heeded to evaluate how servovalvc
sensitivity could be r dt !,c, , , to sati5ly space acictation requirements.
This d, cl imPi11 repor t :; the research effort unrler NASA cont r ct NAS S - _'r `9
' Dcvvlopn .. nt of Dt sign Criteria and Perforni.tnce Improvement Techniques
for a L. ,w Tenlperatur:• hydraulic Servt, System. •' The effort cunsisted of
evaluating the response A o(f-the-sh(A1 ' servovalvcs, both as a function of
viscosity ;mri , , f temperature, by testing each of three tramifacturcrs valves	 c
separatt ly and as part of a cluse(71-10,)p servo system. Three modifications
were made to each valve to determine v.hctllcr improvement in performance
might be -bttir(.-<i v.ith.,ut major rcd, sat_;n. A mathematical model v:as
fe)i-nitilatc, d ft )r a represent ative serv,. , ^alvc and studies conducted to evaluate
• he vise ,s:ty SC11h it! vc parameters witlim tliv mathematical model.
9
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0	 SUMMARY
The investigation of practical uses of hydraulic systems for space applications
has been under study in progressive research steps for some years at The
Boeing Company. The purpose of the research program under the NAS 8-20579
contract was to determine the degree of acceptability of off-the-shelf servovalve
design for low temperature space applications and to evaluate possible improve-
ments exclusive of major redesign. The necessity for such research stems
from identifying the servovalve as the servo system component most sensitive
to viscosity and temperature change.. Since space actuation requirements
embrace a temperature range of 275 to -240°F (viscosities of less th,n 0. 5 cs
to - Y reater than 50, 000 cs; depending on fluid selection) the influence of viscosity
as a function of temperature has a very real effect on servovalve and .ervo
syt,tem performance.
The rEsults of prior research, including the NAS 8-11722 contract, indicated
that a test evaluation and a supplementary analytical study were needed to
satisfy the NAS 8-20579 objectives. The independent effects of viscosity and
temperature on servovalve and servo system performance were examined during
the test evaluations. The analytical study comprised development of a transfer
function for a typical servovalve and evaluation of the viscosity effects on con-
stituent terms of the transfer function.
1	 TEST EVALUATION
The test system designed at Boeing for fluid and seal tests under the NAS 8-
117?_' contract was refurbished for use in determining servovalve sensitivity to
systc>» fluid viscosity. The system used a single pass, or blowdown, pressuri-
zation contr: ,l allowing approxini ,,ely three minutes of test operation at a
nc_-,minal hydra^aic system presziurc of 3000 psig, Special petroleum base test
fluids, plus MIL-H-5606B fluid,were used during the test program to provide a
variety of test viscosity levels. Viscosities of approximately 15, 250, 1000,
2000, n_ OOU, and i0, 000 centistokes «ere employed at near room temperature
to determine viscosity sensitivity, independent of temi --rature. MIL-H-5606B
w., s als-) evaluated at temperatures of 100, 0, -40 and -65 degrees Fahrenheit
to obtain the combine ' temperature -viscosity effects on valve and system per-
formance. The effect of temperature on performance was determined b y- corrr-
paring data fr rn the two series of tests.
Three servovalves from different suppliers; Abex-Atchley, Hydraulic Research,
and Moog were procured with special spool position and spool end pressure in-
strumentation added for the test evaluations. The Abex-Atchley valve was a jet
pipe design .-.hile the Hydraulic .Research and Moog valves were of a double
nozzle-flapper configuration. Each of the procured v; -lves was tested as an
individual item and as part of a h ,)-^raulic linear actuator closed-loop servo
system.
Phase I of the test program evaluated the original servovalves and associated
systems to obtain a -erformance base for the remainder of the testing. The
10
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data obtained showed the system performance to be reasonably flat below 3 Hz
while at tluid viscosities between 15 and !000 centistokes and for MIL-H-5606B
fluid temperatures between 100 and -40°F. "Pests of the individual valves show-
ed degradation that was unacceptable for most control applications; however,
many utility functitu:s could be satisfactorily performed.
Each servovalve supplier mach ,
 tl.rce successive modifications, exclusive of
major redesign, to his product to affect improved performance. The modifi-
cations incorporated included changes of projector and receiver passage sizes
and filter mesh size in the jet pipe valve and n(,zzle and orifice sizes in the
double nozzle-flappe r valves. Abbrtviatea tests were performed following the
first and tt,e second modifications to obtain point data showing modification
effects on performance. Servovalve and ,- rvn system evaluations utilizing
modified valves eve re perfnrnied in Phase H of the test program. The final tests,
performed subsequent to all modifications, were duplications of the original
tests; i.e. , a tall series of viscosity and temperature tests. The results of
testing showed that, in general, the performance of the servovalve and associ-
ated serve systc• nls could be improved at higher viscosities (2000 cs or greater).
The final temperature tests indicated that the specific modifications incorporated
contributed to performance deteriorat.cri at the -65°F' MIL-H-5606B fluid temper-
atu re.
The improvements realized in performance averaged between 3 to 11 db -.f
amplitude ratio and 20 to 1-)5 * of phase lag at higher viscosities (2000 to 5000 cs).
Tlic• Abcx-Atchley valve also ,,howcd the hi,diest ovcr,ill improvement as the
result of the modifications. The Moog valve shovied the best overall perform-
*	 ance, both original and fin.il ; however, when used as part of the servo actuator
system, the Hydraulic Research and Moog systems provided almost equal per-
formance.
2.2
	 ANALYTICAL EVALUATION
The mathematical model developed during the study described the viscous dyn-
amic performance of a double nozzle-flapper elect rohydraulic servovalve when
operated with viscou6 fluid. Servovalve parameters sensitive to fluid viscosity
were defined and included: inlet and n ,»zle orifices, armature/flapper damping,
and valve spool damping. Numerical values for the viscosity sensitive para-
meters were determined and used in conjunction with non-viscosity-sensitive
parameters supplied by Moog, Inc, to predict analytically servovalve dynamic
response. Analytical response data obtained using the mathematical model
compared favorably with actual valve -iata obtained during testing.
It was shown that servovalve frequency response characteristics could be im-
proved when using high viscosity fluids by increasing first stage flow gain in
conjunction with the proper value of the armature/flapper effective spring con-
stant. A char,icteristic first stage flow trend, as a function of fluid kinematic
viscosity, was determined. A useful range of first stage damping factors was
determined to provide assistance in analyt,cal predictions of servovalve
"espouse characteristics.
11
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3	 RECOMMENDATIONS
It was concluded that even though improvement resulted from valve modifi-
cations, the final performance of the servovalve and associated servo systems
was not adequate for most space flight control applications. It is recommended
that further research and development work be continued with emphasis on the
following areas:
a. Evaluation of the processes causing servovalve temperature
sensitivity, independent of viscosity,
b. evaluation of the temperature-viscosity regime associated with
recirculating system operation during a simulated space flight
application,
C.	 determination of the limiting temperature-viscosity relationship
that represents a realistic performance goal for servovalve
development using results of the above research,
d.	 investigation of the relationship between orifice discharge co-
efficients and both orifice geometry and flow conditions to
improve the representation of these effects in the servovalve
mathematical model.
12
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3. o
	 TFST PREPARATION
The anticip;itrd use Of hti •clraulicall y operated devices on the lunar surface
tequir, • s these devices to function within the• temperature extremes of
27-) and -2-10°F.	 A single fluid is nut presently available that exhibits
viticu5it)' properties that are acceptable for hydraulic uperation at these
t. • inperature extremes. Four compatible, petroleum-base fluids were
selected to provide a rang( , of 15-^0, 000 cs to duplicate fluid viscosities
anticipated in a major p,)rtion of the above temperature range. The test
system selected to evaluate servuvalve and servo system performance
incorporated the basic components of a previous contract (NAS 8-11722)
te st systeni, thereby defining, to a degree-, the servovalve configurations
that could be accommodated by the test systc.ni.
3. 1	 SF,RVOVALVE PROCUREMENT
Three electrohydraulic flow control servovalves were procurred as test
items for use during this program. Each servovalve was obtained from a
different supplier in order that three different designs could be evaluated.
All valves were of standard off-the-shelf configuration except that a means
of monitoring second stage spool position and spool end pressures was
provided by the supplier. Specific parameters within each servovalve
varied with supilier, liowever, the loaded flue, for each unit was in the
range of •1 to _-) "l,m when gperated ru: a 300n psi supply and when the
load pressure drop was 1000 psi. Rated ciirr(^nt for each unit was 10
milliamperes with the oils cuniiec:ted in series-aiding. Other parameters
were t\-pical of the specific servovalve model supplied. The three servo-
valves are illustrated in Figure 1. A brief• description of each test unit
is is follows:
Abe-, (Atchley Servuvalvc• Mudcl 410-1309
This item i5 a	 stage, four-way, flow control servovalve employing
a jetpipe hydraulic preamplifier (first stag(.) and a spool (piston) output
stage. During operation a continuous flo,v of hydraulic fluid is passed
through the projector jet to impinge on the receiver area where two holes
direct the pressure to the ends of the output spool. At null the stream from
the projector jet is felt equally at both ends of the spool; thus no differential
pressure exists to cause the output spool to move. The application of an
electrical input signal causes the projector jet to move from the null
position thus causing a differential pressure capable of moving the output
spool. The feedback spring, attached from the output spool to the projector
jet assembly, produces a torque propurIicmal to spool position. At any
output spool position, the input signal produced torque is balanced by the
torque transmitted through t1 -2 feedback spring, therefore the projectorjet is again symmetrically positioned over the receiver holes thus causing
no further movement of the spool. The internal feedback loop causes the
output spool position and resultant output flow to be proportional to input
13
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signal ill,tgniliidc and polarity.	 nit . basic servovalve is shown in pictorial-
SCIICrll O IC 1111'111 to F igttre
IncorPor;llilnl 01 tll,• dL•Sil'Cd instrumentation was accomplished by employ-
ing N a	 1•nd caps for the existing servovalve. Each end cap permitted
attachment of a Standard ContrOIS Model 100-3B pressure transducer to
Perlllit the nlc.lsrtrelnerlt of spout end pressure. One end Cap also accummo-
datod i 5chaevitz Model 100M-LT linear variable differential transformer
(LVDT) to permit measuring output spool displacement. The location of
111 • pl'e5SUrc and position transducers is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
Hvdraulic Research Part No. 22266400-001
This item is a two stage, four-way, flow control servovalve employing a
double• nuzzle-flapper hydraulic preamplifier (input stage) and a spool
(piston) output stage. During operation, a continuous flow of hydraulic fluid
is diverted from the supply and passes through two fixed orifices to two
opposing nozzles. A flapper is positioned between the nozzles and is capable
of being moved toward either nozzle by the application of an electrical input
signal. Zero electrical input causes the flapper to be equidistant from each
nuzzle. This position causes equal pressure drop to be developed across
each nozzle hence equal pressure at both ends of the output spool. Application
of an electrical input causes the flapper to move toward one nozzle increasing
its pressure drop while decreasing the pressure drop across the other nozzle.
The resultant differential pressure causes the output spool to move. A
feedback spring connected bet\veen the output spool and input stage flapper
produces a torque proportional to spool position. An input current signal
develops a torque resulting in movement of the flapper and subsequent
movement of the spool. Movement of the output spool develops a torque
which returns the flapper to the centered position between nozzles, hence
no differential pressure exists to further move the spool. The internal
feedback loop causes the output spool position and resultant output flow to
be proportional to input signal magnitude and polarity. The basic servo-
valve is shown in pictorial-schematic form in Figure 5.
A special end cap was fabricated to contain a Kavlico Model GM508500
linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) to enable measuring output
spool displacement. Spool end pressure was measured through two ports
located or the mounting face of the .servovalve. The ports are used during
fabrication of the servovalve and are plugged during normal use, however,
the plugs are removable. Installation of the position transducer and
location of the pressure monitoring ports are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.
Muog Model 31X329
This item is a two stage, four-way, flow control servovalve employing a
double nozzle-flapper hydraulic preamplifier (input stage) and a spool
(piston) output stage. During operation, a continuous flow of hydraulic fluid
15
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is diverted frorn Jie supply and passes through two fixed orifices to two
opposing nozzles. A flapper is located between the two nozzles and is
capable of being moved toward either nozzle by the application of an
electrical input signal. Zero input signal causes the flapper to be equi-
distance from both nozzles with the result that equal pressure drop exists
across each nozzle. The differential pressure between nozzles appears
at the ends of the output spool; therefore, zero input signal results in
zero differential pressure or no movement of the spool. An applied
electrical input causes the flapper to move toward one ;iczzle thereby
increasing its pressure drop while decreasing the pressure drop across
the other nozzle. The resulting differential pressure causes the output
spool to move. A feedback spring connected between the output spool and
input stage flapper produces a torque proportional to spool position. An
input current develops a torque resulting in movement of the flapper and
subsequent movement of the spool. Movement of the output spool develops
a torque which returns the flapper to the centered position between nozzles,
hence no differential pressure exists to further move the spool. The
internal feedback loop causes the output spool position and resultant out-
put flow to be proportional to input signal magnitude and polarity. The
basic servovalve is shown in Fictorial-schematic form in Figure 8.
Special end caps were fabricated to permit the attachment of Standard
Control Model 100-3B pressure transducers for measuring spool end pressures.
The spool position transducer was of Moog design and employed a flexible beam
with one end firmly attached to the servovalve body and the other end positioned
in a groove in the spool. Two semiconductor strain gage elements were bonded
to the beam and incorporated into a four-arm bridge network to provide a
measurement of spool position. The installation of the spool position trans-
ducer and its electrical connector required that the return orifice be removed.
Removal of the return orifice caused a slight instability or oscillat i on of the
servovalve, therefore Moog changed nozzle and upstream orifice size to
remove the oscillation. The servovalve originally received was therefore
modified from off-the-shelf status. When the servovalve was returned to
Moog for the first change, or modification, the nozzles and orifices were
changed to off-the-shelf values. No instability was noted in the test system
by Boeing as the result of returning to the off-the-shelf configuration. In-
stallation of the pressure and position transducers is illustrated on Figures
9 and 10.
3. 2	 TEST SYSTEM REFURBISHMENT
The structural supports and major components of the NAS 8-11722 test system,
as described in reference 3, were reused withoia modification during the
subject contract. These items included the reservoir, linear actuator, inertia
load, and support structure for these items. Modifications to the NAS 8-11722
test system were made to:
a.	 Remove the friction load imposed on the actuator
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b.	 Remove the filter in the high pressure line
C.	 Replace the fluid receiver
d. Replace all rlastomeric seals
e. Add a valve test block.
The frixtion load was removed from the test system to increase the relative
magnitude of the ford variation, due to changing fluid viscosity, in proportion
to the total actuator force. The fluid filter was removed from the high
pressure line, between the reservoir and servo actuator, because with high
viscosity fluids, the pressure drop across the filter was objectionable.
Filtration was accomplished only during each reservoir refill operation
through the low pressure part of the fluid loop.
A three and one half gallon conical-bottomed fluid receiver was installed
to replace the hemispherical-bottomed receiver used in the NAS 8-11722
tests. The replacement was made because the hemispherical shape was
believed to have contributed to retention of contaminate materials in the
previous test fluid system. The new receiver was sandblasted, sonically
cleaned, and flushed prior to installation in the system. All phenyl
silicone elastomeric seals, required for compatibility with the DuPont
E-3 fluid during the. NAS 8-11722 tests, were replaced with Buna N seals
(MS 28775 and MS 28778). A fluid circuit was added to the existing hydraulic
system to permit individual testing of each servovalve.
3. 3	 TEST FLUID PREPARATION
Three fluids were procured for use during the test program. It was necessary
to use more than one fluid in order to obtain response data at selected
3iscos_ties in the range of 13-50, 000 centistokes, w:^ile maintaining tine test
system at near room temperature. Al l three fluids procured had a petroleum
base and were miscible and cor-npatible with each other. The iluids were
MIL-H-30'ubB, Kendall SR-0646, and Kend--ll SR-0339. A fourth fluid con-
sisting of 62. 5 percent SR-0846 and 37. 5 percent SR-0839 was also used
during the viscosity portion of the test program.. MIL-H-5606B fluid was
used to perform temperature dependent response evaluations where viscosity
was increased 'by reducing the temperature of the fluid.
MIL-H-5606B fluid was procured in conformance with reference 8. The
Kendall oils were procured directly from the Kendall Refining Company,
Bradford, Pa. The SR-0839 and SR-0846 fluids are highly viscous, non-
volatile, and extremely stable lubricants that were super-refined from
petroleum stock. They are completely Neutonian in viscosity properties
and contain no additives except d mild oxidation inhibitor to improve store-
ability. They are completely miscible with each other and MIL-H-5606B.
A typical analysis of tae properties of the Kendall fluids is given in Table I.
26
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;ABLE 1
TYPICAL ANALYSES - KENDALL OILS
Pruperty
SR-0846
(Light Oil)
5R-0839
(Heavy Resin)
Gravity A. P. i. 30. 3 z6.3
ASTM Color 1- 2+
I
Viscosity at .'10°F - Centistokes 22.4 174
Viscosity at. 100°F - Centistokes 257 4454
Viscosity Index 110 114
iASTM Slope 0. 600 0. 537
Viscous Pour Point, °F +: - X30
Flash Point, COC , °F 550 643
Sulfur, Wt.	 % 02 .05
Conradson Carron Residue - Wt. %
I
.09 .38
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.he fluid blend of SR-0846 and SR-0839, in addition to the individual Kendall
fluids as received, was tested w determine the kinematic viscosity within
the temperature range of 50 to 100°F. Kinematic viscosity as a function of
;emperaturc was also determined for MIL-H-5606B fluid within the temperature
range of -65 to 100°F. Measurements were made using ASTM D 445-64
procedures (reference 9) which limit the testing method to "gravity flow".
These procedures arc in agreement with Method 305. 5 of Federal Standard
791u (reference 10).
The results of the ambient pressure tests are shown in Figures 11, 12, 13
anci 14, These results are used throughout the document as the standard
reference for viscosity. Viscosities at locations within the operating test
system were higher than the standard reference as a result of the system
being pressurized. The viscosity at any point in the operating system,
where the pressure is known, may be estimated using
 the standard viscosity
and the following emperical relationship.
j = e4
vs
where
^3 = 1. 37 x 10 . 4 for MIL-H-5606B
1. 73 x 10	 for Kendall SR-0846
1. 86 x 10 - ^ for the Blend of Kendall oils
and 2. 10 x 10 -4 for Kendall SR-0839
Measurement units for v are in centistokes and for p are in pounds per
square inch. The stated formula was taken from reference 11 and the Q
values computed from data presented in reference 12.
Each of the four fluids used during testing was filtered prior to introduction
in the system. Filtrati )n was performed by passing a minimum of seven
gallons of each individual fluid through a 1. 2 micron Millipore filter of 142
millimeters diameter. The filter was held in a Millipore Test Filter Holder,
part number YY 22 14200, and a vacuum aspirator was used to apply a
differential pressure across the filter. The heavier fluids were heated to
decrease viscosity and therefore decrease filtration time.
The filtereu fluids were stored prior to use in clean, one gallon bottles. A
sheet of mylar film; was employed between the bottlo and screw cap to aid in
retaining fluid cleanliness. A sample of each of the filtered flu'ds was
analyzed to determine the "by weight" contamination level. The gravametric
analysis showed each of the samples to exhibit less than 0. 2 milligrafns
of solid contaminate per 100 milliliters of fluid.
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3.4	 TEST SETUP
3.4.1	 SYSTEM ASSEMBLY
The h,• -iraulic test equipment was assembled in the -single pass configuration
shown ir, Figure 1 ^,. The assembly was divided into two major subasscrnblics:
the equipment requiring environmental control during tests and the t. ­ ,uipment
used to control the sequence of fluid flow. The environmentally controlled
equipment incluc?ed the reservoir, servovalve test manifold, servo actuator
and inertia load. These items were physically located in a specially built
insulated box, illustrated in Figure 16, and called the Environmental
Container.
The Environmental Container was rigidly constructed with a glass wool
filled double wall on all six faces. A hinged top and removable front panel
were incorp orated to facilitate access to within the container. The steel
base support within the container was bolted to the 4 x 4 legs which, in turn,
were attached to laboratory floor anchurs. Reflective aluminum foil was
placed on all inside surfaces of the bo,^. 'Three resistance wire cone heaters,
see Figure 16, were installed to provide a heated environment during tests
above room temperature. Similarly a liquid nitrogen distribution line,
Figure 16, was installed to provide a couled environment during tests
below room temperature.
The spherical reservoir, contained in the hydraulic system illustrated in
Figures 16 and 17, was used to hold the hydraulic flui-1 during environmental
soak preceeding each test. Tcsts were initiated by pressurizing thr , reservoir
using 6000 psig nitrogen, regulated to 3000 Essig. Fluid from the reservoir
was directed to either the servovalve test manifold .,r the servo actuator,
depending on the test to be conducted, using valves V or S as shown in
Figure 17. The fluid, after passing through the Zest valve or actuation
system, was captured for reuse in the receiver tank located in the Cootrul
Ca rt.
The Control Cart, illustrated in Figures 15 and 17, ,%, as assembled to contain
the equipment for pressurization control and for sequencing of hydraulic
fluid transfer to and from the operational test system. The functions controlled,
using the nomenclature of Figure 17, are explained below. Valves N and A
were installed to control 3000 psi pressurization of the hydraulic fluid
reservoir in the Environmental Container. Valve N allowed complete dis-
connection of the high-pressure nitrogen supply without altering the stabilized
pressure condition of the system. Valve A was a 90-degree quick-acting
valve for pressure emergenc y shutoff. Valve J was installed to prevent
servovalve leakage from depleting the reservoir fluid during pressurized hold
periods. Valve K was provided as an emergency dump for the reservoir
in case a serious ma?function so dictated. During pressurized blowdown
of the reservoir, valve E (the receiver vent) was required to be open.
The refilling function of the Control Cart required a different set of valuing.
Valve F" was provided to allow pressurization of the receiver :.ank, with
valve E closed. Valve C was provided to control the flow through the two-
33
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r'nicron woven wire filter element to the reservoir, with valve R remain-
ing open to vent the reservoir during fill. Valve D .Mowed draining of
the receiver tank to permit changing fluids. Valve H allowed using low
pressure for blowdc^wn during checkout or draining operations.
The remaining egtlipnient in the hydraulic assembly, not in either the Con-
trol Cart or Environmental Container, was for pressurization support. Two
6000 psi dry-nitrogen pressure cylinders were manifolded together as the
high-{p ressure nitrogen supply. The cylinders were manifolded to prevent
ex.essive restriction of gas flow due to the small openings in the shutoff
valves on the cylinder,. A gas regulator was usL:d to regulate the nitrogen
pressure to 3000 psi. A relief valve, set at 3300 psi, was installed down-
stream of the pressure regulator. A nominal 10 micron filter was also
installed to 1-r.event contamination of the test system from any foreign
material that might bt.: present within the nitrogen cylinders. The low-
pressure nitrogen supply consisted of a single 2200 psi nitrogen cylinder,
a pressure regulator, and a nominal 10 micrcn filte r . Cunnections from
the nitrogen supplies to the Control Cart are shown in Figure 17,
3.4.2	 DATA ACQUISITION
Instrumentation and control electronics were employed to operate the fluid
test systems and to measure. operational characteristics or environments during
tests. Instrumemati:-,n was complicated due to the need to evaluate three
separate servovalve configurations; both independently anci as a part of a
servo actuation system. Commonality of equipment was used wherever possible
by providing switcring between associated functional circuits.
Figure 16 shows tho locations of important instrumentation and the control
and recording circuits used. The sine-wave generator, in conjunction with
the se: vo control ; panel and its operational ampiifier, provided the command
signal for all tests. The feedback loop gain potentiometer was experiment-
ally adjusted for ea, 'h of the three original, unmodified valve-actuator
combinations to pr.,vidc a servo system break frec:iency of 6 Hz. The gain
setting for each se rv oval y(.:-dctudtOr combination, as determined by this
procedure, was not changed throughout the remainder of the test program.
The 6 Hz break frequency was selected as the best compromise, between
3 and 8 Hz, to provid e
 easily distinguishable actuator position deflection
patterns at twice the !creak frequency as well as to test at L flow rate
comparable to that used in NAS 8-11722 testing.
Since the serve, actuator loop was adjusted to have a break frequency of 6 Hz,
a maximum sine wave test frequency of 12 Hz x y as considered sufficient.
The individual servovalves, testeo on the Servovalve Test Manifold, were
evaluated to 96 Hz (48 Hz for some early tests). This maximum frequency
provided data over a frequency range more than ten times the servo system
break frequency which was considered good control system design practice.
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The spccific irL , quciicics at which response evaluations were made are
as follows:
During Servovalve Tests: 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 96 lfz.
During SerVO Actuator System Tests: 0. 6, 1. 5, 3, 6 and 12 Hz.
Dynamic recordings at ca^-h test frequency were obtained for the command
signal, servova1VL' current, valve spool or actuator piston position (ciepcnd-
in o on the test being con('ucted), and critical pressures. The primary
reason for monitoring pressure was to provide data that would help isc,late
causes of malfunction, should they occur. The recordings were obtained
on a Honeywell Model 1012 Visicorder.
The comn-and and valve current traces were used as phase references
for the actuator piston and valve spool positions, respectively. The command
signal was the output of the sine-wave generator. The signal indicating servo-
valve current was obtained from a shunt in series with the series-connected
valve coils.
Tae actuator piston position transducer was a plastic-film potentiometer
containing two separate elements. It was wired su that one element pro-
vided a signal for position recording purposes and the second element
provided the position fevdback signal. Servovalve spool position was
measured from the Output of the +-ransciucers supplied integral with the
individual servovalvcs. The transducers are described in Section 3. 1.
The following pressures were recorded at each test frequency to establish
the dynarnic operating conditions existing during a test run.
a.	 Head end pressure: valve spool or actuator piston, depending
on test being run,
v.	 Rod end pressure: valve spool or actuator piston, depending
on test being run,
C.	 Differential pressure: valve spool or actuator piston, depending
on test being run,
d.	 Operating pressure: outlet -from reservoir.
The pressure transducer installations to allow measurement of valve spool
end pressures were made by the valve suppliers and are described to
Section 3. 1. The ends of each valve were termed either head or rod end
depending on the installation position of each pa i cicula r valve on the Se rvo-
valve Test Manifold. This terminology was assigned arbitrarily and only
served as a means to lnst:rc consistency in connecting the recorder circuits.
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As shown on Figure 18, the outputs of these transducers were individually
recorded as head cr rou end pressures and their difference recorded as
differential valve s , ,or; end pressure.
The pressure transc!;,c^:• .nstallatiuns in the servo actuator were placed to
measure the pressures C"11 either side of the actuator piston. The outputs
of these transducers were also individually recorded and their difference
recorded as diifereritial actuator piston pressure. The operating pressure
was measured at t'r.c .cutlet of the reservoir to determine the variation in
System pressure dL , r:,.g a test run.
Temperatures were measured during environmental soaks prior to test
runs and checked immediately following test runs to verify a stabilized test
temperature. Records of temperatures during tests were not made because
temperatures did not change noticeably during short time periods.
Temperatures were measured at intervals on two instruments; a Leeds and
Northrup Type K Potentiometer and a Minneapolis Iioneywell (Brown Instru-
ment Division) multiple-point stamping recorder. The potentiometer, used
with iron-constantan thermocouples, provided fractional degree temperature
indications at the center and bottom of the reservoir fluid supply. T:iese
temperatures were critical to obtaining a stabilized temperature throughout
the system and were therefore measured more accurately- than other
temperatures. All o"ner temperatures measured, those indicated on Figure
18, plus air temperature measurements in the Environmental Container,
were recorded on the stamping recorder .
3. 4. 3
	 OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE
The same operational sequence was followed during all of the dynamic tests
per;ormed wither with individual servovalves or with the servo actuator
system. This procedure was followed to ensure that test results would be
comparable from one rest to another.
The tests conducted were defined as either temperature tests or viscosity
tests to distinguish their basic purposes. T_'le temperature tests ,,.,ere
conauctecl using only MIL-r- -56b6B hydraulic fluid at the various temperatures
listed in Taole ? for the purpose of obtaining the combined effects on resfonse
of moth temperature and viscosity.
TABLE Z
TEMPER:=.TORE TEST SERIES
Associated
Test Pcint Test Viscosity of %Variation
Des' gna t: o:: Temperature MIL-ii-5o0eB	 I in Viscosity
i i 100-3 °F 14.5tG.5cs =0.35%1
lT^ ! o 85t	 5 c s *5. 9%
} -40 = 1"F 490 t 25 cs f 5. 1%i'Y -c=)	 i°F 1	 2500 t 100 cs t 4% 
_J
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The viscosity tuts, listed in Table 3, %verc perfurmcd using all the fluids
&:,cuss d hi Scci , i)ri 3. 3, ;,t nra r ruonl temperature, to uhta :-n only the
Cli(-'Ct Of viscosity oll i'cJ5put15^'.
FABLE 3
VISCOSITY TEST SERIES
lest Point
Designatio+i
Flu d
Uscci
Ti:St	 Viscosity
Tcmperaturc	 T,Aeranc,-
% Variation in
I Viscosity
Nr1 MIL-H-5600B
I
100 t 3°F 14.	 0. ^ cs t 0. 35%
'	 V^ SR-01146 100 t 1°F 250 f 9 cs t -t%
V 3 SR-01346 63 t 1°F 1000 t 50 cs (t 5%
V 4 Blend 75 1 °F 1900 t 100 cs t 5. 3%	 I
V_ SR-01139 100 f 1 °F 4500 = :'00 cs t 4.5%
V.
I	 ^
SR-01539
+
54 t 't °F f+, 000 f -^, 000 cs t 10°,0
Fotlr seriez of tests were conducted during the contract period. Tile first
was the initial evaluation of the original servovalves. The second test
series followed the first modification to the 5ervovalves. The third
test series followed the second valve modification. These series, second
and third,	 :abbreviated and were conducted only to give indication of
the improvement realized by the preceeding mndification. The foarth and
final series of tests :.jllJwed tfic• third and final valve rn,,cillicatiun and
was a complete evaluation, as was the first series. The tests conducted
during each series are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
TEST	 fT7\T(-.F
i
Tcst Perfo-.••r.ed
 Temperature j
Test Series Test Configuration Viscosity Tests +	 Tests
1 Unmodified Servovalves VIV;)V3V4V5V6 I1T,T3T4
2 Post Modification 1 V1	 V4
3 Post Modification 2 V 1	 V4
4 anal Configuration
(P ObL Modification 3)
V1V?V3V4V5V6
I
T1TIT3T4
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Each k i t the above :;cries was performed with each of the three test servo-
valves individo:illy and as part of the servo actuator system. The three
valves were rotated bo-ween the Servovalve Test Manifold and the servo
ract.aator test installation to minimize the number of times the environment
h,td to be disrupted by opcaaing the Environmental Container. Tcsts at a
given viscusity or temperature were conducted alternately between the
individual valves and the servo actuator assembly until all three configura-
tions had been evaluated at both :est locations.
The sequence of performing a given test was initiated by filling the
reservoir with the fluid specified for t..e particular test as listed in
Table 2 or 3. Valve V or S (see Figure 17) wus then opened depending
on, the test being conducted. The -nvironmental container was cl )scd and
the temperature soak required in Table 2 or 3 was started by setting the
temperature controller illustrated on Figure 15, Tile controller operated
relays to supply electric power to heaters in the container, ur liquid
nitrogen flow, depending on whether heating or cooling was required. The
controlling thermocouple was placed, by experiment, in free air within the
container, such that a stabilized temperature distribution was obtained in
a i::inimum elapsed time.
Once uniform temperature stabilization was achieved the reservoir was
pressurized to 3000 psig by opening valve A (see Figure 17). Switches
ana potentiometer settings for the test to be conducted were checked ana
valve J ,vas opened to allow fluid flow. Ii an individual valve test were
being performed a constant amplitude ( :t5 Ma peak) sine wave was applied
to the valve and the frequencies listed in Section 3. 4. ? wer: applied in
sequence. if a servoactuator system test were being conducted the following
steps were performed:
The inuut selector was moved to the centering position, thus
causing the actuator piston to inove from its stored, i.e.
retracted, position, to a rear center stroke position. A small
do bias was introduced to complete centering of the actuator
when necessary.
b.	 The input selector was moved to the function generator input
and the frequencies listed in Section 3. 4. 2 were applied in
sequence.
C.	 The input selector v , as moved to the retract position, thus
causing the actuator to return to its pre-test position:.
At the conclusion of a test sequence the reservoir w • as depressurized by
closing valve A and the remaining pressurizing gas was vented by opening
valve B.
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0	 PILASE 1 TESTS
1. 1	 'PEST OBJECTIVES
The purpose of Phase I of the test g rogram was to perforn) the original
evaluations of the Abex-Atchley, hydraulic Re iva ­ ch and Muug servo-
valves as individual .;nits and ..(s part of the servu actuator system. The
cv.(luatfu:,s QCterinnincd the Capability ut standar6 ofi- the -shell s(-rvo-
valves, wizen operated un h.gh viscosity fluids, and provi&d a performance
base frunn which to recomr • iend a.rd compare subsequent valve modi fications.
4. L	 1tiITL,%L ViSCOSrrY TESTS
The viscosity tests des,:ribcd in Section 3.4. 3 were pc•rformecl i:: sequence
and the dynamic recordings described in Section 3. 4, G were Obtained during
each test run. The recorded data was reduced to provide amplitude ratio
versus frequency and phase lag versus frequency curves at each test condi-
tion, The phase lag obtained during individual scrvovalve tests was the
cornbined lag of t`le valve and valve spool position transducer. The results
of the individual valve tests anti servo actuator system tests are discussed
separately with no attempt to compare the performr:inee of ono tested article
with others. A cumparison between test items would be misleading because
the differing off-the-sholf valve designs were not expected to provide
identical performance. A comparison of tests is mzde in the conclusions
following completion of all test evaluations and includes rest:its u: valve
improvements which were expected to equalize most effects of difference
in design.
4. G. 1	 INDIVIDUAL VALVE PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Abex-Atchley Vaivc
The data obtainer curing the viscosity series of tests are presentrd on
Figure 19. The amplitude response degraded progressively with increasing
test fluid viscosity. The amplitude ratio was beluw -_0 db at 5000 cs and
was therefore not inciuded as pert'.nent data. There was no indication of
valve spool movcment at a viscosity of 50, 000 cs.
The phase response showed a more uniform performance reciuctior, with
viscosity than die; the associated amplitude response curves. The phase curves
at .'_000 cs and 5000 cs are not complete because phase points greater than
180° were not considered . .ertinent performance information.
The control pressure measured at each end of the servovalve spool decreased
gradually from an initial value of 1430 psig at 15 cs fluid viscosity to a
value of 120 psig at =x000 cs. Though this data was obtained primarily to
assist in the evalc;ation of any malfunction durinb testing the fast drop off
in pressure, which appeared to be normal for this valve, p-ovided a possible
reason for the progressive amplitude performance reduction stated above.
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Hv(It - ,.A 11c R -sca l i-ch Valve
The daLt A)Iaint , Li durint; the initial viscosity tests of tlnr Hydranlie
Research valve ,irk pi-t-sented on Figure 20. The amplitude- re
	
,spunse ^,hlch
was alni ,st flat at l -) and 250 es drrgracied in a uniform planner f,,r all
viscosities e`copt 50, 000 cs. Al the 50, 000 cs level the valve spool showed
a low amplitude random m..uvement having no correlation to the command or
servovalve ctirl• ent signals.
T e pliase response also showed a uniforrn degradation with increased
viscosity with the exception of the `-0, 000 cs test. The inverse shape of the
curve at the 5000 cs test was attributed to inability to measure accurately the
low ;(mplituide spool movement at this high fluid viscosity. There was no
cot:sistent phase relationship between input and output at 50, 000 cs test
points.
Static control pressure measured at the ends of the calve spool did not vary
more than t 100 psi from the 1500 psi nominal during the viscosity test
series. This small variation was not considered to be a co;itributing factor
to variation in respunse.
Moog Valve
The initial viscosity test 4ata for the Muog scrv.)valve Lrc: presented on
Figure 21. The amplitude response for the 15 through 2000 cs tests showed
little variation c ceept at the 96 Hz :requency. The (turves indicate
peaking beyond 96 Hz for the 15, 250 and 1000 cs tests and at 48 Hz (lurio
the 2000 cs test. A rabid fall off in response at viscosities greater t' all
2000 cs was noted. The amplitude response curve for the 50, 000 cs test
was not extenderi bvy,) nd 1: Hz since only data showing better than -20 diu
response was c,)nsidercci valuable.
T11u phase response variation between tests was not ancluly urge for tests
of 15 through 5000 cs. Phase lag incrcatcd rapidly for the 50, 000 cs test
anu data 8ruatcr tllar 1BUJ° ^-5 nut plotted. The lnvereed shape of the
50, 000 phase rospunbL- curve was attributed to inability to measure
:accurately the iuw amplitude spool movement at this high fluid viscosity.
The control p_ossurc increased from ar. initial value of 780 prig at 15 cs
to 1250 psig at 50, ON, es during the viscosity test series. This variation
did not appear to affect the valve response.
4. 2. 2	 SERVO ACTUATOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Sys-,ern Wit 	 Valve
System response dicta for the viscosity series using the Abe\-Atchley servo-
valve are presented on Figure 22. Thu arnpiitude response degradation follow-
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ed a normal pattern and slhuwed the system to oe very viscosity sensitive at
greater than 1000 centistokes fluid viscosity. The curve for the 2000 es test
is approximately correct as data at the 1.5 Hz test paint was incomplete there-
fore the tree curve shape could not be ascertained. (The curve .,f original
2000 cs data was 6 , rived with the aid of data obtained at 1. 5 I-iz during the
viscosity test series on the servovalve following its first modification. The
servovalve modifications and associated test results are discussed in Section
5. 2. 2. ) Actuator m.,vement at 5000 and 50, OOII cs fluid viscosity was very
small thus no meaningful amplitude response data was obtained.
The phase response using the Abex-Atchley valve in the closed loop servo
system showed an expected ar;;gression in decreasing performance. The
shape of the curves for the 1000 and X000 cs tests indicate that there is a
rapid change in the phase response characteristics between 250 and 1000 cs.
Phase response at 5000 and D- 0, 000 centietokes was not obtained due to the
very small actuator nnovement at these viscosities.
System With Hydraulic Research Valve
figure 23 shows the system response data for the initial viscosity test series
using the Hydraulic Research servovalve. The amplitade response followed
the expected degradation trend and showed an acceleration toward poorer
performance as viscosity increased. Performance at 50, OGO cs was below the
practical measurement capability of the recording system. The phase response
followed tine same trend as the u nplitude response.
System With Moos Valve
Figure 24 shows the system response data for the initial viscosity test series
using the Moog servov, lve. The amplitude response followed the. expected
degradation trend and showed an acceleration toward poorer performance as
viscosity increased. Performance at 50, 000 cs wa, below the practical
measurement capability of the recording system. The phase response followed
the same trend as the amplitude response.
1 . 3	 INITIAL 'EMPER.ATUR:: TESTS
T'ie temperature tests described in Section 3.4.3 were performed =n sequel,.ce
and the dynamic recordings describer in Section 3. 4. ' were obtained during each
test run. The recorded data was reduced to pruv=de amplitude ratio versus
frequency and phase lag versus`requency curvt:s at each test condition. The
phase lag obtainer during individual valve tests was the combined lag of the
valve and spool position. transducers. The results of the individual valve tests
and valve servo actuator systen, tests are discussed separately .with no attempt
.,D compares the performance o: one tested article with others. A comparison
oetween the tom perature tests and -iscosity tests for a given itein will be
discussed in a following :section.
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4. 3. 1	 INDIVIDUAL VAL VE PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Ahex-Atelilev Valvc
The data OhtainOd during the. tempera`urc series of tests are presented cu,
Figure 25. The amplitude response showed little degradation using
MIL-H-56068 betwce,i 100° and -40°F. This result is cornparablc to siindar
results of testing doc.:mented in reference 1. A definite acceleration toward
poorer performance occurred between -40°F and -65'F. This same trend in
performance was evidenced in the phase response of this valve. The control
pressure decreased from a value of b50 psig at -4L)°F to 270 psig at -65°F
which i5 thought to account for the rapid c'. an_,. in response in this temperature
range.
Hydraulic Research Valve
The data obtained during the initial tempe nature tests of the Hydraulic Research
servovalve are prescnted or, Figure 26. The arnplituCle response which was al-
most flat fur the 100 rhrougr, -^}C"T tests degraded rapids y 'n etween -40 and -h5°F.
The phase respo.l5c shoved l::ss change between the -40 and -65 °F curves. The
control pressure Jiri not cha.ige significantly between -40 and -65°F.
Moog Valve
The initai temperature test data for ti-ie Mood servovalve are presented on
Figure 27. The amplitude response at all tes. 'ernperat ­,res showed a v^ry flat
response except at t :e 96 Hz frequ cy. The curves indicate peaking beyond 96
Hz for the 1000 and 0°T' tests with tr,,- pea.'. ng fregiicncy reducing with tempera-
,ure as secn oy the --1 a and -65°F curves, The phase response showed that the
only degradation occurred between -40 and -65°F teat conditions. The variation
in .r esponse curves does not appear to be influenced by the change in control
pressure as this pros=ure varied less than 30 psi between the -40 and -65°F
test points.
4. 3. 2	 SERVO AC 1 1 ATOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE RESULTS
System W'.-,n Ahcx-Atchlcy Valve
System response data for the temperature series using the Abex-Atciiley servo-
valve are presented on Fi gure 28. Both the amplitude- and phase response
degradations followed a no_mal pattern ana showed the system to be very
temperature sensitive below -40=F.
System With i-iydratilic Research Valve
Fig-Lire 29 shows the system response data for the initial temperature test
series using the Hydraulic Research servovalve. The amplitude and phase
responses fc!iowed expected degradation trends and showed an acceleration,
toward poorer performance between -40 and -65°F.
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v3':i^n-e3deetweeiii^t given viscosity temperatu mg
__- t^teis^t^etYze ofZie zitfferent b^vv_e cnnfigurations ae =described
t^^^t =	 ot^i p soh a 3a obta + ct =du rim ^was j -w d-,the = -
^ teii nVerattira - eeEs _ ^^D^ed _ a iK^
	 ti	 r system shw^vetT t, i + c
case, there v^^ae _fats 6 t evidence fo=Cdnclude that temperatu *e 4ilone dtidi=
or did An  have e y perft^itmance signifizarice. However, the majori ty of
initial data points for both amplitude aild phase response showed the -40°F
data ( ^. 500- cs) to fall within limits to -be consistent ,vith viscosity data
at 250 and 1000 cs. - The Ynajority of initial phase data points from the -65°F
data ( x.2500 cs) also showed consistency with the -7 000 and 5000 cs curves.
Tine s ystem amplitude response curves at -65°F, with each test system, fell
between the 1000 and 2000 cs curves for the respective system evaluates; This
cannot be considered a -true indicator of performance since the combined
viscosity-temperature effect on performance should e-.:monstrate equal to, or
poorer, performanc.- than that established by the viscosity effect alone. The
- 65 °F curves which appear to violate this relationship were juage i to give
this indication due to effects on performance other than the pure viscosity or
temperature effects on the fluid flow. One such effect, as an example, is the
effect of temperature on valve coil resistance and the resultant system gain
change as a function of temperature. Other effects are also expected to exist,
however tht, determination and evaluation of them was beyond the scope of this
contract. it is considered sufficient in this report that it is recognized that
such relationships exist and that the test data obtained are consistent consider-
ing the test methods employed.
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9F
MOD-=-- _-=
"0 ha"
"Ai*t6lay -Projectof jet iii A-diamomm^:-chai*^_ L tbit^j	 the
no"!Vamd-dri __Vj­"d (3) the Moof A600JU	 83iVa
	
tenley ilter mesh-	 The
on	 A	irrii 	 - tI	 I	 W-Off	 Achalvc.fO,	 --V	 L wif #,Btikk
(6 11	 rh	 commendir%iWing­­_Arj[f_ and-64--seci" __o&ications to assist fiv-
s%tb4eque	 6"Cation -A A%iiVFffiary;-bf the modi'licationtahat were madele^
showiviw-TubW ", 6. 4-0yd ^following; wit1fireornp4riaon rd-th V
3;0
­T-A S L E 5
EX-A	
E moDf
Muff-
Original	 -Mud I	 _Mud 11 Mod ill
4
_#.rojcdWr .Tet Diameter, inch-	 U	 . 011	 .014	 01400
Recei"r Diameter, Inch	 . 011	 .0143	 . 020	 .020
C
.hher Change
> 
Receiver passages were counterbored .025 inch diatneter from
below to provide a less restrictive passage fur control flow.
Restiltant . OU1 0 inch diameter receiver passage is .O3 inch long.
Feedpipc diameter to the projector jet noz Ie was increased from
043 i:ich to .052 for about one inch.
internal filter changed from 75 micron Dutch twill weave to square
-
weave with .00'i inch (115 micron) openinge.
TABLE 6
HYDRAULIC RES&ARCH VALVE MODIFICATIONS
Origin I	 Mod I	 Mo (I II Mod
Nuzzle diameter, inch
	
.0145	 0165	 .0165	 .0165
Orifice diarnetur,	
>	
16	 13	 .18	 30
Approx. control prebbure. pal	 1 100	 750	 1500	 -1000
60
_finU-aito ^^pplui ti6- ^	 Moog t^lve^ ^^tic►tc^^ts-
Madification l j 	ge it 1hc Moag Valve was to - reMrn" to.-the ^F=-the = ^e1f- =	 :
corfiguratibn thimir Boe-Wg -had expectet? tt recelve ike -the origiAr-configurad6W, _
While implen-ion flaqViise modifications tits standard 1-1 t01..5':fikojecior jet =
diameter) spacing been let tipand receiver face wtvi m -Antabied in-the Abex-=-r
Atchley  valve and the normal G.. 0015 and 0. 0012 inch nozzle-flapper spacing
f was maintained in the Hydraulic Research and Moog valves, rr-spectively. 	 _-
The objective of 1,1odif • catiun U was to further increase tho calve first stage flow
passage of the .'ibex-Atchley valve in approximately the sat'ne ratio as the prier
modification. In addition, the receiver passages were comitcrbored 0.015
uich	 ciian-Icte: from below to provide a leas restrictiv_• passage for control
f1ow. The counte rbvr--, , resulted in a receiver orifice length of 0.03 inch.
The feed pipe to the projector jet nozzle was increased from 0. 043 to 0.052
inch	 LD for about I ;nth of length to reduce the internal pressure dr,.;p,
particularly at high v.scositie.. The Hydraulic Rescarch and Moog valves
were mortified t;j provide a control pressure of 1500 prig using tilt largest
orifice from prior configurations. in making these modifications the standara
pro;eetor jet Up to rect'iV-'r lace spacing of I ti p 1.5 till-,L'S the prujectVi " :a-
nieter was retained in tit,• ibex-Atchley valve. The nori-sal nozzle flapper
spacmi of 0. 0015 and 0. 01 611 inch was retained in the Hydraulic Research
and Mozg valve eonfigii ration a, respectively.
The thi-rd modification made to the aervovaiveb was to reduce the internal
prcbsure crop in the Abux-Atchley viL lve by replacing the i 5 micron Dutch
nwill weave internal screen (filter) with a 121 5 micron square weave screen.
The modifications to the Hydraulic Research and Moog valves were to increase
the upstream arifice sizes to prodtice a control pressure of approximately .1000
ps:g, leaving all othi•r component dimensions unchanged.
61
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During +he orocess of incorporating each modification to the Moog servo-
valve the supplier found it necessary to disassemble the valve torque-motor
and to rc-magnetize the permanent Magnets during reassembly. The magnetic
chargr that was placed on the torgae motor during each reassembly was of
such magnitude that it res:-.,red the valve performance to that of the original
valve configuration using MIL-11-5606B fluid at room temperature.
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5, 0	 PHASE II TE''STS
5. 1	 TEST OBJECTIVES
The purpose of Phase II of the lest program was to evaluate the viscosity
related performance of the modified servovaivea and servo systems tiring
the modified valves. Performance improvement resulting from each servo-
valve modification as well as the total improvement which could be expected
from an Vf-the-shelf valve, without major redesign, was determined,
5. 2	 SERVOVALVE MODIFICATION TESTS
The servovalve modification - tests were the tests perfurrncd to evaluate the
effects of rework accomplished during the first and secund modifications to
the servuvalves is described in Section 4. Vii, The analysis of the third
(final) modification is discuBsed in Sections 5. 3 and 7, 4 to present the
overall performance comparison between the original and fully modified
valves. The test series performed following each of the first twu modifi-
cations, Series t and 3 of Table 4, were abbreviated to evaluate only the
V 1 (15 centistokes' and V 4 (1.000 centistukes) test conditions as defined in
Section 3.4. 3, Tt-ese two viscosities were employed to determine improve-
me rit trends at both low and moderately high viscosity conditions.
5.2.1	 SERVOVALVE PERFORMANCEOR ANCE REStiLTS
Abex-Atchley Valve
The data obtained during the abbreviated viscosity tests following scrvo-
valve modifications are prest^nted on Figure 31. The amplitude ruspunse at
15 es shoved little tendency to change from the original through the second
modification. The phase response at 15 cs indicated some improvement after
t}:c• modification,. The trend of both the amplitude and phase response at
2000 cs showed esseatiikiiy no change between the original avid Mod I con-
figurations with significant improvement between the Mod I and Mod H
configurations.
Hydraulic Resc.irch Val%-c
The data o}itainod during the -abbreviated viscosity tests with the Hydraulic
Research servova:ve are presented on Figure 32. The amplitude and phase
responses at 15 cs showen this valve to exhibit a deterioration in perform-
ance between the original and Mod I configurations with improved perform-
ance between Mod I and Mud H. The a!i-1plitude response at 2000 C- s sh( ' ed
deterioration betwvcn the urigina: and Mod I configurationb with no associated
change in phase response. The seco ,wd m:)dificatioi- performance data at
2000 cs was not obtained due to faulty operation of the valve spool position
transducer.
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ce to t data for the. Moog sr i'vi,vdlvi; are
tde respunsc at 15 cs show(!d nuchange-
reisultV ; It'vill-the k l'81 tYtc)difiez tion and slight irnprcivement with thc second
modification The phase response indicated progres-,ive improvement with
each m„rlification. It should be noted that during each modification--of this valve
the t ' ,ruuc- motor
 permanent magnet was recharged by the supplior ^o the value
which cauved the valve pe; formance at 15 cs to most nearly match the ,r ginal
pe •tortnance,
The performance teat data at 2000 cs showed essentially r , change between the
urignlal configuration and the Mod I configuration, Tne change as a result of
the second modification showed a slight deterioration in amplitude: response and
a slight improvement in phase response.
5, 2 1 2
	 SERVO SYSTEM PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Svstem With Abex-Atchlciv Valve
System, response data for the abbreviated viscosity tests using the :ibex-Atchley
servovalve are presented on
	
gure 34. There was n„ change in performance,
either a:-nplitude or phase, at 15 centistokes. The data showed it progressive
amplitude response improvement frorn the original through the second modifi-
cation at 2000 centistokes. The phase response at this higher viscosity
showed the Mod 1 data to fullow the same curve shape us the ,.rihinal and
exhibit no ,_hinge in performance at the iow and high ends of the test range.
The apparent deterioration in performance at the mid frequencies did ri-t
appear to be significant. The Mod II phase response data showed considerable
improvement and also indicated the second modification resulted in chang^ of
the phase response curve to the shape normally expected from the type: system
that was tested.
syst(,•n; With 1lyura,tl c Rem: a r ch Valve
Figure 33 shows the system response data for the abbreviateu viscosity testa
using the Hydra;,lic Research servovalve. There was no change in performance,
either emplitude or phase, at 13 centistokes. There was a very slight .mprove-
meni in performance, i;oth amplitude and phase, in progressi,ig from thv,
original to the M,-,d II config;irat.on at 2000 cs.
System With Moog Valve
Figure 36 sliows 1ho system response data for the abbreviated viscosity tests
using; the Moog 6ervc,valvc • . There was no change in amplitude res-ponso at 15 cs
except at the highest test frequency, 12 Hz, which sh,)wc-d slight: improvement
with successive rnouifications. At 15 cn the Mod I cuniiguration %n:1oite6 slight-
ly more i:)hase lag thar, the original. or Mod H. It shoulu be reniei»bcred that
the M;,d I Moog configuration was the off-the-shelf design of the valve a;-,d the
orig-real and Mod II were :.mprovcd configurations.
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The -'Ohl cs performance •
 showed little differeitce in dii piitude respon5,
bkkmeen tht , original a nd tvl-^d I wail suitle improvement with Vied H. The
phase lag showed the saillc pattern as at 1i cs with th,, original and Mod II
being a il proved from the tiff -the-shelf Mud I design.
i.3	 FINAL V ISCOSITY "PESTS
Subsequent to ti/c third ana final niodifica ti:)n
 to the servovaives, as described
in Section 'i. 7, the viscosity tests as perfornned with the original vaives were
.ep,:ateci. L in e	 (iata was reduced ,o provide amplitude rat i o versus
frequency .ihG p-lag' I.Lg ve'r si,s frequency curves at ,electuu' tort ro-nditiJns.
The phase lag obtaine(i during individual valve tests was ttie combined lag of
the val y , and valve sp !-),)l p-,sition trans(iucers. The results of the individual
serx-uvaive rests and the serv,) actuatur system tests are again discussed
s eparately \\it
 no attempt to com pare the performance of ine tested article
with others. .I comparison b(•rween test articles -..ill be made in Section 7.0.
5. _i. 1	 I\DIV:DLAL VALVE PERFORMANCE REST: I-TS
The perfori-na nee related to viscosity was deterilnined at all c ,-	 i test Joints
described xi Section 3. 4. 3. Only data tar test points V 1 . V and % - are plotted
on :re curies t^ ioli-v., for reas:,ns .^: clarity and bi cai ' se these po_:_ts have
the most s ,.—n- icancc in s;l;fwi;:g thr overall results ^:.i valve Inodiiications.
TnZ original contiguration data is also plotte , i n these Curves for comparison.
'DCN-Atchley Valve
The data obtained at the `1, V -j, ih d V1 test points dur ing tl.e iin:,i viscosity
series of test y .are presc ,.,t2d •-n Figure 37. The art:UliCade :'^•3JnrisC
iderable innarov. _'1Cri, c,t ll:gher viscosities and addaitiortai improvement
subsequent Lv the suc.,n4 I:^oa:i:cauun. T :ii' 1111pruVt-Q di'laSu Qctta Still S:10 1A ^ file
iendencv ,iI 00C+
	 ap-)C:urb to be a :Voicai ri:s po ,6-t: pattern
or this va l ve :!1 thin viscosity range. Slight mover:nent .f the vaive spool was
.nta :nt E: at test p ain: V
O	 50, UL,O cs, no\waver. t rams corrt: sp; ,nd ,. ng aniplit:;dc
:at:o was below - 2G c;;, therefore not alJttLd.
. ivciraullc Rest-a i c:i Valve
Thu	 ; '..:St da ta obtaine r during final ,osts . ;tie Hyciraul:c
Ro;vearch Stcrv,Yvjlv,• art` p resen ed 0:1 r :g:'re 38. Thc resF"1st.: c t
17 cent - stokes .% , as gtiitc con-parabie to ine jrigirial data a GC_ all ;n,.prJt'crr en6-
over the results if the scc^ind PriodlficaLion. The pha se response at 15 cs
was slightiy p.l.irer than Lhe Mori I1 response. The ampiitiit:e responbe It
0 G C, CS E'h :a:ti'Cl the 5.j ;:n l' C!lil:aCtErlSllw s 3a aC I i cs, bill quite C.iil;t^araole?
ni•
 Or:^..ndi i ..ita .S:1 L : Ue'ttt r i%an the rcz;ultS Of UhC prlur rnouilieati:ln.	 1!:^:
res,,.:ns^• it	 c,- '„)\\ vC. :n:drovement ver pr..,.- inodi-cations ann
a' 5000 c.,, both "'nipii::;:e ana phase,
here was no resporsr 11nc• a zurable at
tile. _;riginai test,.
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Moug Vaiv,^
The viscosity test data best showing the response changes resulting from
modifications to the Nluog servovalve are show., on Figure 39. Original and
modification data for amplitude and phase response, at both 15 cz •tad 1000 cs,
were quite similar to the .original and modification data. The data at 5000 cs
showed improvement as a result of the modifications. There was essentially
no improvement in the low response originally obtained at 50, 000 cs.
5. 3.2	 SERVO SYSTEM PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Fhe ,)erformance related to viscosity was determined at ail ui the test pu:;:ts
described :n Section 3.4. 3. Only data for test points V I , V 4
 and V 5 are plotted
on the curves to follow, for reasons of clarity and because these points ttave
the must significance in showing tae overall results of valve modifications. The
original configuration data is also plotted on these cu: ves for comparison.
Svstem W:th Abex-Atchley Valve
Figure 40 shows the System response data for the V i , V j , and V 5 test points
using the Amex-Atchley ,ervovalve. The amplitude and phase data at 13 cs
showed virtually no change from the original through the iinal configuration tests.
The 2000 cs data showed considerable amplitude and phase response improve-
ment from the ur:ginai configuration but no change resulting from the third
modification. Response at 50, 000 cs was improved with the final configuration
in that response was measurable at frequencies of 0. 05 anc i, 0. 15 Hz -,%,here
testing with the original configuration showed no response to zomn-land signals.
System W.th Hyaraulic Research Valve
System respuns,: data fur the V 1 , V 4 , and V 5 viscosity tests using the Hydraulic
itese -:rch servovalve Are presented on Figure 41. The performance data, both
amplitude and phase at 1;, 2000 and 50JO cs showed improvement from the
original configuration and prior modifications. The percent improvement was
;,ppr3ximateiy the same for each viscosity series of tests. The low response
with 50, 006 cs fluid was not improved by the modifications to this servovalve.
S%"s:v:r W .I.. Moos `"Ivy
F:bur y 42 shows tre syster: res p onse data for the selected viscosity tests per-
iorm.:d witin the :vloo& servovalve. The performance at 15 cs showed that the
amplitude response d_a not change from the original and was essentially the
Same at ail mod i:cat.:.ns. it should be remembered zhat. the magnetic ciiarg2
that was placed on the torque muter during each reassembly was of a magnicuc:e
such that it res -Lored tint Valve performance to that of the original valve conI-gu-
,m using MIL -H-5606B luid at room temperature. Tn^, phase r,::;ponse
wed slight improvement iron: prior rnodifica:ions. Tine 2000 cs uata showed
-Mal configuration tG be within the limits of performance bracketed ..
.om prior r.:aei::cat:o:.s. The data showed equal to or slightly .m , ,r .•ed
:mance Isom the original. The 5000 cs performance was improve,: more
74
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significantly from the original than the performance at lowc,r or higher
viscosities. At `i0, 000 cs there was no indication of improvement in the
low response originally obtained.
5.4	 FINAL "TEMPERATURE TESTS
Sua.equent to the; third and final modification to the servovalves, as
described in Section 4. 5, the temperature tests as performed with the
original valves were reheated. The recorded data was reduced to provide
amplitude ratio versus frequency and phase lag versus frequency curves at
representative test conditions. The phase lag obtained during individual valve
tests was the combined lag of the valve and valve spool positi,.i transducers.
The results of the individual valve tests and servo actuator systems tests are
discussed separately with nu attempt to compare the performance of oi ► _ tested
ar^icle with otners. A comparison between test articles will be made 'n
Section	 0.
4, 1	 ttiF-.)TVIDL VALVE PER' GRAIANCE ESULTS
Abex-Atch.'	 ivc:
The data obt3ir:^ci du: inn the final temp, ?ature series of tests are presented
	
i	 e a.moii- ;d, --nd t^na.se response data at 100° aon Figure 4.i ^tuti 	 nd -40°F
with MIL-H- i6C6R tlaid	 ed inipi uvement. from the original tests. ;'he
data at -65 °F _n rUca rect moven--ric only at frequencies less than 3 Hz; a
pronounced degradation from he original performance of the Abex-Atchley
valve.
H ciraulic Research Valvc
The data obtained during the final temperature tests of the Hydraulic Research
valve are presented on Figure 44. Tne amplitude and phase response at 100°
and -40°F Showed little Lhange from the original test results, Tne -65°F
data showed rather p ronounced degradation from the original.
Moog Valve
The final temperature test data for the Moog valve are presented on Figure 45.
The a-amplitude and phase response at 100° and -40°F showed little change from
the original test results. Similarly the phase response at - 65 °F was unchanged
frorn original Lest data but the final amplitude response at -65°F showed
degraded performance at higher frequencies.
5. 4, Z	 SERVO AC i I;ATOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE RESi T L TS
System With Abex-Atcrlev Valve
System response data for the temperature series using the Abex-Atchley servo-
valve are presented on Fig;,re 46. The response data for the 100° and -40°F
tests show close agreement with test data obtained using the original system.
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Data for the -65°F test showed degraded performance from the original.
System With Hydraulic Research Valve
Figure. 47 shows the system response data for the final temperature test
series using the Hydraulic Research servovalve. The amplitude and phase
response data for the 100` and -40 °F tests showed good comparison to
original configuration test data. The -65'F data showed degraded performance,
both in amplitude and in prase.
System With Moog Valve
Figure 48 shows the system response data for the final temperature test"
series using the Moog servovalve: The amplitude and phase response at
100° and -40°F compared very closely to original test data at lower frequencies
and had slight improvement from original data at higher frequencies. The
-65°F data showed degraded performance from the original data.
5.MODIFICATION ANALYSIS
The results of the individual servovalve modification tests and final configuration
tests showed that in general, the performance of all valves at higher fluid
viscosities was improved through modification. All three valves tested:
Abex-Atcrdey, Hydraulic Research, and Moog showed unprovernent at 5000 cs
resulting from modifications. Only the Abex-Atchley valve showed improve-
ment at 50, 000 cs. The phase response curve of the Abex-Atchley valve
at mid viscosities (mostly 2000 es) exhibited an "S" shaped curve that
appeared to be normal for this particular valve.
The temperature test series showed that all valves tested exhibited perform-
ance near the same or better than the original at 100° and -40*F. The
performance at -65°F was near the same or degraded. The results :indicated
that- the modifications incorporated, in addition to improving viscosity per-
formance, also made the valves more temperature sensitive at temperatures
near the performance threshold, i. e. , -65°F with MIL-H-5606B.
The comparison of the final data from the viscosity and temperature tests in
general showed reasonable agreement between the - :0°F data and an approxi-
ma;ed 500 cs curve. T-e -65°F data showed somewhat degreaded per:orm-
ance from the estimated 2500 cs curve that it should represent. in specific.
the Abex-Atchley valve showed performance at both 20GG and 5000 cs during
the viscosity tests but no movement at frequencies greater than 3 Hz at
-65°F (2560 cs using MIL-H-5606B fluid). Similarly, the Hydraulic: Research
test data at -65°F in the final series was worse than the 5000 cs data for this
valve. The Moog valve data showed -65°F final performance to closely
compare to the 5000 cs viscosity test data.
The above test data indicates that the modifications incorporated during the
test program resulted in performance changes reflecting that a definite
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teniperattlry (ik-pendence exists in addition to the viscosity dependence of the
se:• vuvalve5. Tt lis i-olat")n-ship appearh. to beC0111C i r(aninenl wily at low
temperatures near the threshold of valve performance.
The results of the modification tests and final configuration tests with the
servo actuator system showed more consistent improvement resulting from
modifications titan did the servovalve tests. As with the individual valves,
all systems showed definite improved performance in the final configuration
at 5000 cs with _^onnewhat less irnpruvement at 2000 cs. The servo actuator
system using the Abex-Atchley valve exhibited improved performance at
50, 000 cs where neither the Nloog or Hydraulic Research systems improved.
The comparison of tile final data from the viscosity and temperature tests
showed L pattern sine:lar to the results of the individual valve tests. 'Tile
Abex-Atchley system showed the -40°F data to reasonably represent 500 cs
data. The lack of response at -65°F indicated the system to be temperature_
dependent since the data was worse than the estimated 2500. cs data. The
actuation system using the Hydraulic Research valve showed the -40°F data
to reasonably represent 5u0 cs data. The amplitude response at -o5°F was
comparable to the response at a viscosity slightly greater than 2500 cs. The
phase response at -65°F compared to a viscosity greater than 5000 cs. The
data for the system using the Hydraulic Research valve at -6i°F «•cued
therefore indicate some temperature effect but less than the temperature effect
noted with the Abex-Atchley valve and system. The servo actuation system
using the Moog valve at - t0°F showed reasonable correlation with estimated
amplitude and i:hase response at 500 cs. The -65°F data compared well with
5000 cs performance indicating a temperature effect.
5.6	 SYSTEM COMPE\SATION
Servo actuation system: improvement by loop gain adjustment was investigated
ai two different fluid viscosity levees (15 and ZGOC centistokes. ) Loop gain
was increasec% approximately 80 percent using the Moog servovalve containing
the :inal modification. At 15 cs fluid viscosity the system response at 6 Hz
was down 3. 5 db at the initial gain and down 1. 1 db at the :higher gain.
Corresponding response data at 2000 cs fluid visco:jitywas -14 db and-i1.5 db.
The respcnse improvement of about 2. 5 db which resulted from gain change
cooed be mechanized such that loop gain, hence re -pcnse, was increased as
fluid viscosity- increased. Automatic adjustment of loop galr., and command
signal ampiit:.cle as a function of hydraulic system pressure was successlully
accompiis.ied, using field-effect transistors, on a previous missile program
at The Boeing Company. Similar compensa t ion is possible using a temperature
or pressure signal taken in such a manner as to represent fluid viscosity.
8'T
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6.o	 SERVO MATHEMATIC ANALYSIS
The purp,^se of the analytical portion of the contract horein reported was to
develop It ni,,thernatical r•I,,del representative of tht2 viscosity dcpcnclent
a%,11,ulllcs Ji an electronvdraullc servovalve. The model so ubtaincd was
verified as to its validity by a comparison with servovalve test data.
b. i	 BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS METHOD
6. 1. 1	 BACKGROUND FOR ANALYSIS
The anaiytical study was initiated by determining the most expedient approach
to the development of a servovalve mathematical model. The m::t:.vd'+ selected
was the classical de-ivatio:l of servovalve dynamic differential equations
expressed in term: of scrvoval y - parameters. This approach provided a
rational method by which the influence of servovalve parameter variations
upoll overall valve dynamics could be ascertained. An alternate method of
determi-iii ,
 a mathematical model was to empirically fit test data to
produce a desired analytical expression. This approach fails to provide the
visibility afforded by the first technique, in that the influence of parameter
variations upon overall valve response is lost due to lack of a definitive
general mathematical statement of the .-alve dynamics in terms of the valve
parameters.
Because the selected app-• oach to mathematical model derivation wa. dependent
upon a L:nou led-e of numerical values for the valve parameters a=ft-_t
requests were made of the supporting valve suppliers to provide assistance.
The most readily available information, in sufficient detail to be of immediate
assistance, was obtuiI 2ci from Moog, Inc. The mathematical model thus
formulated is therefore patterner', about values for valve parameters of a Moog
servovalve. T n;ls, the mathematical mod' ei ,las specific a p plication to a ^loog
valve and general applicability to the Hydraulic Research servovalve, in that
both valves are internal feedback, flapper -nozzle, t«-o-stage valves of
similar design. The formulated mathematical model does not specifically tit
t. c Abox-AtCtlley jet pipe design. Empirical data : ave been publisreu 're_ei -
ence. 13) to describe this valve; however, without detailed knowledge cf the
mec -aanism of pressure recovery and	 distribution of the dynamic Huie
Jcl- into o ne receiver, an analytical expression CGUld ri p : be :orInuiated. Such
d:aa, in suIficient detail, were not immediately available.
When viscosity is not a pri,-nary consideration, hydraulic servo systems using
high performance servoval 3 es are usually not influenced by the higher order
vai- •e dynamics. Therefore in a system not strongly influenced by viscosity
degraded performance, an accurate closed-loop representation of the
actuator/feedback and shaping electronics plus a representation oI the se'rvo-
valve as i first order lab is usually sufficient. it ,v as determined that in this
particL;lar study the viscosity degraded _ervovaive performance N.voulc
strongly influence the closed-loop system performance and thus this perform-
ance would be more comparable to the individual servovalve performance.
88
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I The analytical Studies contained in this section are therefore limited tothe rlynaniics of the servovalve and do not include the dynamics of the complete
closed-loop valve actuator system.
6. 1.2
	
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
In order to understand the method of analysis it is desirable to be thoroughly
familiar with the operation of the double nozzl^_.-flapper servovalve. The
following brief description is furnished for this purpose. Figure 8 sh3ws a
pictorial-schematic cross section of the type valve for which the mathematical
-_:
	
	
model was formulated. The servovalve consists of a polarized electrical
torque motor and two stagos of hydraulic power amplification. The polarizing
magnetic flux is generated by ttivo Alnico permanent magnets arranged in
parallel between the tipper and lower pole pieces. The motor armature !xtends
into the air gaps of the magnetic flux circuit and is supported in this position
by a flexure tube member. The flexure tube acts as both a pivot for the
armature/flapper and as a hydraulic seal between the electromagnetic and the
°'t	 hydraulic sections of the servovalve. The torque motor coils surround the
_
	
	
armature, one located on each side of the flexure tube. The flapper of the
valve first stage is rigidly attached to the midpoint of the armature. The
=	 flapper extends through the flexure tube and passes between two nozzles thus
creating two variable orifices between the nozzle tips and the flapper.
Hydraulic fluid from. an external pressure source is supplied to the two
variable orifices through two fixed upstream orifices. The pressures
developed in the intermediate chambers between the fixed and variable
orifices are applied to the ends of the second stage spool. The second stage
spool is a conventional four-way sliding spool design in which output Flow from
the valve at a fixed valve. pressure drop, is proportional to spool displacement
from the ntlll position. A cantilever feedback spring is fixed to the armature
and extends as part of the flapper to engage a slot at the center of the spool.
Displacement of the spool deflects the feedback spring creating a tor q ue on the
armature/flapper assembly. Application of input current to the torque motor
coils produces an armature flux which is simultaneously additive and subtractive
Flux at the air gaps between the armature and permanentwi*_h the rm nent 
magnet pole *p ieces. The torq ue produced about the armature pivot point due to
the :nteraction between the ,wo fields accelerates the armature mass which
in turn deflects the flexure tube and feedback spring. The resulting motion of
the flapper increases the size of one nozzle-flapper orifice and decreases the
size of the other. The unbalance created between the two variable orifices
produces a differential pressure which causes spool displacement. As the spool
moves a torque proportional to spool displacement is applied to the armature by
the feedback spring. The feedback spring torque opposes that developed by
the torque motor and a condition of torque equilibrium will exis' when. the feed-
back spring torque plus fife torques from additional spool damping and springs
e quais the electrical motor torque less first stage damping and spring torques.
Refer to references 1-i an"-` 1^ 	 for additional descriptive information.
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The derivation of the servovatve differential equations was accomplished using
Figure 19. The associated nomenclature is defined in Table L. The final
form of the servo-valve differential equations was manipulated to yield equations
in terms consistent with those measured during laboratory testing of the servo-
valve. These- terinis include spool displacement, ( $ v), armature displace-
ment, ( Sn), (%,,• liich was not a measured quantity during testing but convenient
to the analysis), spool differential pressure, ( A p ), and valve input current,
(i). The servovalve equations are summarized in the following matrix expres-
sions:
Ktm^	 1	 kw	 An	 i Sn
I0	 =	 —K	 G	 Kq	 3	 2	 I s v
f
	
k	 G	 -AD	 W..	 2	 v	 pL	 F-j
%vhe re
G 1 = f ast + Bast Keff
G 2 = M v s 2 + Bvs + K  + kW,
G 3 = Avs
Q
K _ X
o9	 n
Q P
K 2 = 4 P (P — P
C	 s	 c
The matrix equations in (1) constitute a set of three linear simultaneous
differential equations expressed in the Laplace variable, s. The equations
have been simplified to the extent that (a) fluid compressibility in the spool
end caps and passage ways has been neglected (numerically the value of the
iuid compressibility spring term is insignificant by actual calculation), (b)
upstream orifice and nozz. 1le-flapper orifice flow relationships have been
linearized and (c) the nonlinear dynamic pressure feedback term flue to
first stage nozzle fiu:d impingement on the flapper has been neglected (the
st-tic pressure feedb;^ck term i:as been retained).
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TABLE 8
NOMENCLATURE
A.	 - i»let orifice area - in`
r► 	 - Nuzzle Area - in`
n
A	 - Spool end area - in ` - constant value for st-,:dy at 0. 026 inv -
A,	 - Characteristic poiynorn	 coefficients
B	 -
a Armature/flapper damping constant - 	 in. lb. sec
in
B	 - Spool damping constant -
	
lb, sec
in
C	 - D=-ametral clearance between spool and sle,sve - ;—n -
Assumed to be 110 x 10- 6 in.
C-	 - Orrice diScharge coefficients - dimensionicssi, n
D	 - Orif_ce and nozzle diameters - in 
L Exte rnal- dist:-. rbance ford - lb!in (ass.li ned zero for thisst,.:dy)
Torque motor input current - mllfamp - constant for
this study at f 5. 0 milliamperes
-	 -a Armatureitlapper in,!rtia - 	 In. ib. sec -	- ass:amed .aloe _crG
in ,
.r,_s stony is 4.	 10 - 0 an. lb. sec`/in
k	 - r,exu -e r::be residual spring constant - 	 in. lb.	 or	 . io.
-` :r.	 rad
k	 -	 'Negative 3ermanent magnet field spring constant -pm	
.. ta.	 or	 n. ib.
in	 ra d
k	 -	 r eedbock spring constan. - in-lb/inIL"
Modified feedback spring constant equal to x`^	 - Win
L3
k	 -w	 Modified feedback spring constant equal to k`V 
Z	
-'b/in
L 2
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
Keff	 - Effect_ve armature/flapper spring constant -	 in lbin
K 	 - Valve first stage flow gain - in',+sechn
_
--c.2
3Valve sec©ra stage flo« gain_: in /sec/in
K	 - Torque motor gain constant - in. lb. /rr.a
	
Assumed equal to-tr. 0.021 in.lb/ma
K	 - Valve spool spring constant - lb/in - assurned equal to zerov C or servovalve analysis
K 2	- Linearized pressure/flow gain -	 i11
lb. sec.
. l	- Distance from arm- ature/flapper pivot point to centerline of
permanent magnet pole piece - in
.	 l  Distance from armature /flapper pivot point to nozzle -
- Flapper centerline - in - assumed value for this study
is 0. 34 incl:
L3	
- Distance from armature /flapper pivot point to spool center-
line - in - assumed value for this study is 1. 0 inch
Mass of spocl - lb. sec t	- assumed value for this studyv
_	 in
is 2. $6 x 10 D lb, sec-/in
N	 - Numerator coefficient of transfer function
NR	- Reynolds number - dimensionless
P	 - Control or end cap pressure - lb/in`c
PL	- Load port pressure - lb/in -
PR	 - return or outlet pressure - lb/in 2 assumed equal to 0 psig•
P s 	- System or inlet pressure - Win 	 - assumed equal to 3000
lb/in 	 fGr this study
Q c	- Second stage or actuator control flow - in3!sec
93
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
3.Q Q , , L - First stage quiescent flow (flapper at mill) - in 1 sec
s	 apia-ze Transform variable - 1/sec
x	 Length of annular clearance passage between spo:,i and sleeve -
in. Assumed for this study to be a total of 0.4 inch
x	 -	 'Nozzle- fla;.per clearance - in - assumed constant for st y.zdy ofn	 0. 0012
D-isalacement of flapper from null - in
Displacement of spool from centered pc ition - in
-	 Kinematic viscosity - in2/ sec
Fluid mass density - lb. sec in 4
Spool differential pressure  - Winink
first stage differentia -  flow - in3/sec
s.
v
P
:S
^O
I
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6. _'	 TRANSFER FUNC T'ION ANALYSIS
6.2.1	 SERVOVALVE TRANSFER FUNCTION
Transfer functions relating spool displacement, armature displacement or
spool differential pressure to torque motor input current were developed by
expanding the matrix equations given in (1). Since the servovalve laboratory
testing r^_salted primarily in data relating the valve spool displacement
( 8V ) to valve irput current (i) the matrix equations were expaUded to yield
a transfer function of the form:
NS	
=	 (Z)^v
A4s4 + A 3 s +A2332+A,s +Ao
The denominator of (2) is the characteristic equation of the servovalve while
the numerator is particular to the variable $ In terms of Lhe valve Para
meters the coefficients of (L) are as follows: v
N = K }m (KgAv - K2kw)	 (3a )
A = 1 MK4	 v
 2	 (36
A3 = Av21a +K 2 I  By + K2BaMv	 ( 3c )
A2	 v=A ` e	 2 a w	 vB +K i (k 	K )+K 2 B a v	 2 effM v	 q n vE +K K 	A M	 (3dl
A, = Av2Ketf +K 2 B a (k W 1+Kv)+K2 K ef  f + K gAn B + k 
w"AnAv	
( 3E )
A  _ K2Keff(kwI + Kv) T KgkwAv + KgArCkW' + Kv) kW"kwK2
	
( 3f )
This particular expression of the servovalve transfer :unction forms the
basis for the studies which follow.
Tae valve parameters that were changed at each modification are tabulated
ir. Table 9 with the numerical values associateci with each modification.
95
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TABL} 9
VARIABLE SERVOVALVE PARAMETERS
N. I 	 ;i	 ,.
D	 j D
u	 !	n
r.	 ^(in.)	 z. j
!	 Kq
lCu. In I.1.ec.
K
in lbire c
P
Psi
QQ	 i	 Qu
I	 Cu. in.	 Cu. .n.
-^—Vic.	 Sec.
{	 0-Origi ial If	 . X70031	 . OZO I5^ !	 96 750 . 133	 . Z$
j	 . L.1 76 1	.0135fI lbi 93 1500 `	 , 193	 I	 =	 .	 5
II 00951 ' .020 i	 ^5z 145- 1500 , 302	 y	 t .40
I	 IIi
i
. 011	 . 020
e
345 199 ZOOG .402	 t .50
6. 2.2	 VISCOSITY SENSITIVE SERVOVALVE PARAMETERS
Those valve parameters considered to be sensitive to fluid viscosity or
\'i5cosii y perturbatiVI'_s are:
ri	 =q first stag; flow gain constant
K 	 =	 second stage flow gain constant
P,	 =	 spoJl darr.pi_-g constant (not daI•nping ratio)V
B	 =a	 armature damping constant (not cramping ratio)
i: ?	=	 pressure/fl-ow gain constant
Ea ch ofE these paran-icters was investigated to determine its influence upon
servov:., -.-e d--,,n,_tnic response ind to determine either an analytical D
Ll -ni") .rical relationship between the value of the Viscosity sensitive Para -
nleter and fluid Viscosity.
First Stab.:: Flow- Gain - K
First stage t7ow gain, K^ was quite influential in determin i ng the magnitude
of the characteristic roods and their location. Figure 50 s:.o\\s the
c'aracterisnc roct . iocations, for the particular servovalve configuration
under investigation as a :unction of first stage quiescent flow, Qo
K  and Cl o are related by
Kq =	 Q J	 (4)
X r.
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Control Pressure (Pc) = 750 psi
Nozzle Orifice Diameter (D) = 0.020 in.
n
Effective Armature/Flapper Spring (K eff) = 96 in.lb ./in.
Armature/Flapper Damping (B
a ) 
= 0.30 in.lb .sec./in	
j 
Spool D,3mpi ng (B
v
) = 0.508 I b.sec ./i n .
Viscosity ( v) = 2000 cs
Values of first stage flow (O 0) are in cu.in ./sec.
1000I 	 ! 	 ^	 I	 ^
f
900
spa
700
° .36
600
.30
500
1	 I	 i	 i	 •	 J
i I
Q	 I	 i	 i	 I	 I	 i 1005
-1000	 -800	 -600	 -400
400
101}
	 300
iI	 f
200
^.04
.03
	 100
.02 .005
0
-200	 0
ROOT LOCUS PLOT - EFFECT OF FIRST STAGE FLOW
Figure 50
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LL	 r-ni,tincd ct)tistant for all valve
111,)dii iI ta,ion-^. The vitriations in K wvrv. therefore directly a function cifI C h,
-,ligos in iirt stage quiescent flnk
C
, 0 The first stage quiescent flow,
.111d hLAICt2 lilk- fil-st stage fLoxv gain, wab d - tert-nined by the orifice combin-
ati-)n !-P!;trean-1 .,:1d nozzlv) ;ised in each valve. The inlet (upstream)
L:P
 ;iSs"Illied it, be ^ Y ovcrnod by the relationshipM
C
ft4a). A. Fp:s—::P:C:)
,j	 P
^Ll l cl Me 11OZZIC,
 Orifice flow by the relationship
Q	 C A 21P^- PR'	 (41D)
n nj 
'0
he re t.	 Q.=Q =Qor a servovalve
I	 n	 0
An e.-:7-,!Aicit rclazio risi-iip bc`,.,. 2en	 flov: and viscosity is not e.--Ident
Iron-, Equation 4, bnt ir.stead is -n-iiAicit M the orifice coe -, c ` ents C. and1	 1	 111 -,
C	 Refercricos (16) and (17) uresc—
 (:xporlmental data relating theln,	
-	
I
nts tc
	 IN.	 which, ismagnitude of orif-ce c,^)effic : e	 , Re)niolds number, 
R	
1 a.
function of -.,-Iov..- -, rifice diarneter and kinematic viscosity. The data presented
In referenct•s ( I f')) and (17) when used with Equation 4 does not result in any
c-xp re ssion  arnen.a l0le to ciose6-fornn solution. -Numerical tecinniques were
therefor apnlied using the digital computer with the result being the set of
carves shrwn in	 51. The drawback to this approach C.,f dete rn-iinin,cr
var4.-,.t--,)ns : n q , *iesce:iL t
	 fluid viscos-i ty i s that t1-. e resultant
z :, ,!-is are heavily dependent upon the values oi-
 orifice discharge
-.-,.-hic1h C-11-0 i'"Inctions of Rey-,i,)ld5 nUmber. The relationship between
orif ^ co	 ancl Reynolds number as shown in The referonct-s is cic-, er-
rnlneci cm 7pirli cally and for a linnited set of orifices, orifice geonletrcs and
'LPSL L-il ditii ons (i. e.
 , Inlet conditions, length-to-diameter r--lios aria pressure
dif.forentialb ucr,,,^s the orifices). Although the analytical approac-
- i t o deter-
i ,n.n-.ng qiiic6cent :tow variations as a function of fluid k-nematic viscosity -
lacks numerical accuracy the trend information is considered valuable i n t-nat
it substanriateci cuiescon-it Clow decrease as kinematic viscosity increases.I
Data in Scct , ^n 6. 31' shoves illiaz th-- quiescent flow, Q	 hence first stage flow
amain, invor-se relationship with kinematic viscosity was the most si"a nif '--an-,
,actor conirilbuLln g to poor servovalve dynamic response at hl 'a h fluic!
-,)s1tic:,-. The nume- 4 cal valuCs of first stage quicscent flout iurn-.sh,::Q as
ll pack-ng siit.^ot" da l,-i -I ccc)rn-=anying the servovalve' provided excellen-,
co', relation to the analytical mcAol.
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tit• c,^nci St.Ig^ • 1^'1^>\\ Gain , li
hlhi` :)t'e\'I il;a dlAcilssion l'oncerning fii- sL stage f1 Uw gain sensitivity to.)
oriiice di6Ch,Irbc •
 cuefficicnts and flow characteristics applies equally as
.^11 10 t'11C secOnd, stage metering orifices that regulate valve cuntrcl port
iLl". The iiifl'icuce of valve: spool metering land geometry upon the second
stage tlo-,%,
 gain, KQ, is well known from the literature (referenc(: 18) for
cer ,-, iii flaw c:)nd;tiuns. It therefore appears that KQ , which governs actuator
euntr,)l flow Liirollgh the expression:
Q C = K  a 
nr.Ist be evaluated fur Thin- linear viscosity dependent influences m:lch as was
done for the l irbt stage :low ga iIh, K	 This evaluation was beyond the scope
of the subject contract.	 q
Sp,:,cd Damping, B V
Sci- \ - '_ —. ve spool damping, as represented in the transfer function b; r B
is z;::rmc'-1'v neglected in dynamic analyses because of its supposed sr.nal^1
vsr I f -. Yor purposes cf this study the spool damping was assumed t ,^ ) be
the result of viscous fluid sf.ear in the co-icentric annulu6 ;o rmed by tje
spool and valve sleeve. Damping forces due to second stagf, llow between
tiht; -.-alve control ports and ioad or Todd and valve control ports was neglected.
ibis type of damping is reported in reference1F but was not assessible for
this study with thethy+ level of valve detail available.
Et was assumed that laminar f1mv existed between the spool. and sleeve and
u`-rat the Slle : I- prI,t ile \\'as larni nar due to the shall clearance bemeen tale
spool lands and the sleeve. Using this assumption, the following expression
for t.e spool damping constant was developed.
vpx-YrD
	 (5}
c
ElC -aatlon 7 shows tihe spool dam ping is a direct lunc'tion of kznerr,atic viscosity
v ), fluid miss cienSicy ( p ), length o f spool land beM. , eeri end car and control
port ( x ), and spool diameter (1)), ,\hile being an inverse function (.)f the C.iatnetral
clearance between she s,nc;oi and sleeve (c). FigL re 5-' i, a plot of B,, aS a --LMCtiz:
of ': i.-:id ki nenhnatic viscosity. The influence of B y on. characteristic r pots is
shown on Figure -?3 for the original configuration.
armature /F l,ippe r Dantpiing, B.,i
First stage or armature;tlapper damping (B a ) was taken to repres.;ni. all dainp-
ing whether it be Eve to; :luid viscous action about the innmers•^d flapper,
e l ectrical dalnhpind in the torrue motor, or mechanical damping in the armature/
flapper mecha- aisrhl, it was not feasible to relate armatl_:re/flapper damping to
viscosity n -,athen-,.,tically since the numerical values obtainect theoretically aid
not acicquateiy represent the phenomena a• , observed from experimental data.
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Nozzle Orifice Diameter (D ) = 0.020 in.
Control Pressure (P C ) = 750 psi
Effective Armature/Flapper Sprl , iq (K 
eff	
96 in.lb ./in.
. . ......	 1000
900
200ts, 15^s
IOgOcs	
800
s %!20	 1	 7001t
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5000cs
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ROOT LOCUS PLOT - EFFECT OF SPOOL DAMPING ( KINEMATIC VISCOSITY
Figure 53
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This is riot to say a mathematical expression of daniping a5 a functioi of
viscosity is not realizable but instead that numerical value, obtained theoretical-
ly do not exactly represent the phenomena as observed from experimental data.
+
	
	 A set of armature; Zapper darnping constants 	 determined by analyzing the
servovalve tntnsfer function for a b roa ` range of dainping factors anti select-
ing those that ,ceme d mrisl representative of the experimental data.
Armature/flapper or first stige damping was a very significant term in
establishing the peaking and natural frequencies of the servovalve, An in-
crease in first stage dan;ping tonded tc rnove the peaking and natural frequen-
cies toward a lower value. in addition to increasing the magnitude of the peak.
The sensitivity of servo response (i, e. natural frequency and darnping) to
variations it first stage damping was quit;, appar:nt as indicated in Figure 54.
The values of armaturehla pper damping used in the study are shown in
Figure 55 v,, here the damping value is plotted as a function of fluid kinematic
viscosity. Modifications tc the servovalve do not appear to alter the value
of first stage dainping appreciably at any particular value of fluid kinematic
viscosity.
First Stage Pressure/Flo.% , Craiin,i^^
The pressure; flow gain bf .he servovalve first stage was represented by KL,
In the absence of fluid compressibility effects in the end cap chambers the
term K, ostablishes the linearized operating point of the firs- stage in terms
of the control pressure, con'roi flog and system pressure. Fhc only manner
in. v, , hich K, is viscosity dependent is through the first stage quiescent flow
terra Q.. While variations in Q are influential in affecting servovalve
performance, since Q 0 affects the first stage ilow gain, the-.-e is littleinfluence on the gain or ri-.agnitude of K ,). The r re ssure /i w gair constant
is several orders of magnicude less than the first sta g e flow gain, reaching
its maximum value for any particular Q , and system pressure (P S ), at
a control pressure. (P ) equal to Qne-hA system pressure. This may be
proven by taking the derivative of K Z with respect to P c and setting the
resulting expression equal to zero. D ynamically speaking, :eduction or
increase in control pressure from the valu(7ft ina zirr.izing K, does not
appreciably alter the dynamic performance of the servovalve. However,
selection of a control pressure is in luential in determining static
performance factors such as ultimate spool driving _oi" P ­ r; spool
driving force gradient.
c. ?. 3	 VISCOSITY' 1INSENSITIVE PARAMETERS
Physical paramerers insensitive to fluid viscosity and affecting servovalve
performance include spool area (A ), effective armature/flapper spring con-
.v
s tan t (pelf) and. feed')ack wire sprang constant (k`v).
Snooi A rea, A v
Spool area was not changed duri.ig -hz! servovalve modification program.
The magnitude of spool area inversely affects the servovalve loop gain, 1, e.
as the spool area is increased valve loop gain is decreased and conversely.
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Viscosity 00 = 5000cs.
Control P.-e!sure (P_' 	 1000 psi
Spool Damping (B 
v	
1.27 ib.sec./in.
Nozzle C,- ;* f:ce Diameter (D ) = 0.020 '. n.
C;4^
- 've Armature /Flapper Spring (K 1^ 1. cti	
eff' 
= 96 in.lb ./in,
Ari-noture, "Napper Dc-.np -!ng (B 
a 
'1 0.75 and 0.30 in.lb ,sec./in.
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Spring Constant, K	 (K	 ' /
cff	 cfi	 LL
The d. • rivation of the mathematical servuvalve model describe(I the armature/
;lappet zl: aracteristic dynamics by thc • following expression:
2
0 as	 9os + K eff) S n- 0
Tl:e tern K ff in Equation 6 can be expanded into its const btcnt terms as:
Kefr1 _ k w 11	 k^1 1 2 - k 
mIt12	 (^ i
F
w he re
K	 s =ff	 effective armature/flapper spring constant,o in. lb / rad
kit'	 flexure tube spring constant, lb/in
k	 =
pr,-	
permanent magnet effective spring constant,
ED 
• 
in
_n many servo analyses it is assumed the armature/flapper is opera-ed in
a "rate cancelled" mode. This is achieved by making k., - ` ( 1 z = lC
P rn : 
[i z or
t:ie negat ive spring term cf::e to the permanent magne t_ field eq,:al to die
flexure tube residual spring tern. T hies iii the "ratez cancc:lloc' • mode the
net effective spring rate is quite loci' ( Sii. - Q k ' L
	
is st:`all). The flapperW3
_S t nere:Jre relatively free to move crea ting a Daianci between electrical
and to d6ack torques duo to nozzle flow and the fe •=d13ac k vire.
I. x,ic ,L " rate cancellation' is not realiz-tble or even desirable In prae.ic:.
T:_^ infl,:ence of i{	 upon the dynamic response characteristics of thc• servo-
"Ave was quits pronounced in that it :^ as possible to signi ican ly c':_ange valve
ioup dan:ping and natural fre quency. This is sown ir. Fioure 56 xthe_-e
the cha:acterist_ic roots are plotted as a function of Ke for constant values
^. u rIna iU2e i flapper damping and spo,)l ramping. 	 off
Variation of K _ was possible by varying k 	 '. This v:as accomplished eitherI f	 pry
by change of t:-.e permanent magnet fielr• st-rength (increasing or decreasing the
pern-,ane' magnet cnarge), or by adjustment of the torque motor air gap which
results in charging the magnetic field flux density. T :e technique usec' was
cepc i-.dent upon the value turque motor resign but no matter which technique
used the results were similar i.r effect upon K
eft
(6)
io6
32-11400-1
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1t'1uctCi',atc' C11.111ges'in
	 culild hc• us d ) conipensaic •
 for dynamic ruaponsel'il
drbr,ld.eti,,ll C I LIQ to \-isculls flow effects. By decrcasing K, ff the v.alvc
rest on-,e at lu\\' visci,slties woulci be Underdalnped but as :7 i:id viscusity
liil'i'v.t5^'( i the dy'la llllti 17c5ponse \V:-)ul(.i be Slipe: for to thin fiefe 1i change
IIl 1il	 \`. c! S nldde.
Feedback :'V:rc Spring C6,1sla lt, k
L;L^ r:l.ii fa ^dback of spool positiun tz-) ,*-ie armature hiapper ;as accompiishec
by .-- cantilever beam or fecd'back wire. The feedback wire spring constant
\S'a- nai c:,allgid during th(' nlocl:iicatlon prograI-l. Unlike the armat;;rchlapper
sprin g :::Istant (11 ) whici, a ilects valve loop gain invers. ly
 to its magnitude,
:ne iee6jack l :re spring :t)nstant (k\,,) affects valve loop gain in ci irect prop^,r-
pion to its 11:6.ag; , itude. From. the transfer 1-unction (Ecuatiori 2) :L can be Seen
the seryoV,alVe is a proportional device. Applying the Final Valve Theorem
to "_otlatfon ? reduces the transfer function to the following f.,rm:
	
sv	 Ktm
` Iss .
	 (K2Keff '- K An )kw '	 (8^^
Kw -
	 K gAy -kw,,K2
-.: 17L typical serv,)valve described by Equwiicion ?,
kw >>K 2Keff K An kw
K q v ^w K2
since KG A v is a 1,;ree term in comparison to the other. terms. T^::s, Equation
'-a re(;uccs to:
sv ! _ h -m
I ss J	 W
	 (8b)
- c-uatic.r: ob states the st::ady ststa reiationshlp between the armature torque
ri?viJr constanL (i^. _/, 1cc(ibacri wire spring constant (ic\\ ^, ai:;d t: L valve
6 i730i posit ion
 ( ?1	 Icir a particular inpa, current (II.
E. 3	 ANALYTICA.1 iTEST D T -. CORRELA'T'ION
i	 yai::::t\" or ;ISCIl.1:iCaS of the serv,.,vaive m.,del is deterlillned by its ability
	
,redi, dyndrrlic
	
Tri' mouel (transfer i;inction) as describe-"'
ir. Section u. 1 was C:iprCaSi.d in terrlS oI scrvuvalve pl:yslcai parametc : S.
fac;iltatcs its fife in establishing dynamic pert-D:7n ance trencin Clie to
cnangeS n the val ,.'L physical parameters. Though the correlations discussed
he rein apply 1P, pal'f:Clila/' to the M^ oog servovalve and its series Jr modifications
I
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the generalization is considered t,: be applicable to all 	 nozzle -flapper
electrohydraulic servovalvcs of similar design.
The analytical data shown in Figures ^7 through 61 represer.t comparisons
for two of the valve configurations (original and fully modified).
Those graphical data show that amplitude ratio or gain, as a function c- frequency,
as .i:dicatec b y zservovalve test data \teas n o;: pi'^dieted exa C:1Y by :'e analyt-'Cal
transier '01-ICtion. It was . ' -xpected to obtain precise CoZ'r.°_lation octween
test data an d ana lytical results since it was impossible tl) establish exactly the
values of several of tine physical parameters. The analytical res-_-lts dJ,
however, establish and represent consistently -lie performance trends of the
%, 1\'e znodi=ications and account IJr viscoifs fluid effects.
a- arins, the course of the .:naiyticul rnidel development it was noted that the
transler fun ction mociel of t:le servovalve, for all modifications, exinuiteu
tae c:laracteris _`:c of a second order system with varying degrees of dam ping.
At low iluid viscosities the characteristic roots w ere underciamped, the
roots became .overdarliped and widely separated first c.cer roots at viscosities
greater tnar, 5OC-0 Centistokes. Theis, ever; tho :;gh the characteristic poly-
1Ja linsl oi the trans fer-unction was o' a Court h order, the predo=.'nant root.
were second order, thus simplifying the analytical soiution. The fact that the
transier function. recuce:^ :o a second order system an6 is still representative
C , valve Cynam-cs ,vas substantia ted by conlparison of the analytical and ttz:
data. This was especially true at iluici viscosities below 2000 cs. F c_ iluid
viscosities between NOC cs and 5`00 cs the analytical value was expected
to shoe' t^at performance \\°ould be ciiaracterized by either a:: overdamped
pair Of Second order roots or Dos=idly two separated first t,rder roots. Tice
test data for valves operated \Vitt'_ 5000 cs fluid did not subsLantlare the
analytic--I data out ii:steaa exhibired a frequency response so--ne\['hat better than
.):edicted ov t e aralvticai rnodel. .Sufi a data Trend su g gests that neither a
Ilrst nc• r sec 	 O'_C:er niC1 e1 describes the actual pfenJ:T1Cr,Jn but that n -.on-
! ,--car eIfec: \V .a areaent :,:..ich tended :c JrOduce a gain cnaractericitiz rolling
J.I at -3 do ll octav-e rather :ran - O db/octave or even, -1' 6b/octave aS ,vo;i ld
:-,-\'e beer, predicted o} a linear model. Various causes of such performance
were co-sider-ec anc investigated withot_t success. However, during computer
r 	 to defer,=,ine tile fnfiifence o liuid viscosity or, orifice discha rge co-
e:ficie_.:s, henco- fir--. sta-re ouiescent flo`.\' and CO t r01 p ress - are, it W3S noted
teal, c c;nvergenco to a solu:ion beci_.-ne fabler ragged in the LOGO Cs to DCGO cs
region. This regio , of iluiC viscosities appears to be a transition region (the
w c- rd tr_:n si`ion should not DG con.,trued to mean transition Irom Cur u_ent to
ear : inar now, :,L-ice the Re ynolds number for these viscosities is quite: low; in
the neighborhoo__ of 10 -56) ,herein a boundary layer or similar orifica filling
occurs. T :s suggested explanation. was substantiated by some ex tra test ing
performzc on two or.-ices.
F iC,w through tv. o	 ^,rifice confi gurations w as measured at several
pressures and fluid %-:scosities. One orifice w'as typical of il:ose :sund in a
se.-vovaivc. it was about G. 006 inch in diameter and had a length about Equal to
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the eli,tn1etk'r, TIlk , other "rifice was :t drilled passi ► ge about 0.014 inch in
diamete r ,end h-id it length about eight times the diameter. The data arc
plotted on F igure 62,
A much gre,tter viscosity dependence can be seen for the fluw through the long
orifice ur drilled pass,Lge thlt,l for the short orifice. Cunvention.il
 serv( -
valves employ short orifice and nuzzle configurations to reduce viscosity
sensitivity. A significant inlprovetnent in servovalve performance results
from increased first st.tge flow, nurnlally acnieved by increasing nozzle an y /or
upstrearll orifice diameter. This change con under certain conditions cause
viscosity sensitivity t.) increase. One servovalve supplier indicated that the
internal diameter of the nozzle, and the diameters of the associated ap,)rnach
passages became significant when nozzle tip diameter is increased above about
G. 024 inch (largest nozzle tip diameter employed in this p rogram was
0.020 inch).
An observation made duri-ig the flow tests was a visible change in the fluid
stream as it left the orifice. High pressure or low fluid viscosity caused the
fluid flow to be confined within a small high velocity well defined stream. At
higher fluid viscosities or at lower pressures the flo-N ch- , nged abruptly to a
slow, fatter dribbling type stream. This phenomenon would be of more
importance in a jet pipe type servovalve where a high velocity st: (;am leaves
the projector and travels through free space to either, o.• both, of two receiver
lyres. Pressure developed in the receiver holes due to fluid impingement
provides the necessary force to position the output spool. The dribbling
type stream would cause low pressure to be developed, therefore poor
response of the servovalve. This phenomena could well explain the gradual
degradation of actual valve performance versus the rather sharp decrease
predicted analytically
Test performance at a fluid viscosity of 50, 000 cs was quite poor and this
suboptimal performance was preciicte.. by the transfer function.
As menioned previously in Section 6. Z, 7_ `he single most significant factor
contributing to improved servovalve frequency response was increased first
stake glow. The original configuration M„og servovalve exhibited a measured
first stage quiescent ilo\v of approximately 0. 28 cu. in. /sec, at 15 cs fluid
viscosity, whereas the Mod III valve had a quiescent flow of approximately
0. =)0 cu, in, / suc, a ll the same fluid viscosity. Sind. valve bandwidth ',\,a:
very sensitive t ^ the magnitude of first stage flow the Mod III valve, which
had a higher quiescent flow, was expected to exhibit better freq.,cncy
characteristics as i_uid viscosity increased. Such a correlation wa.= found
to be particularly true in the mid viscosity range of 1000 to 5000 cs, and
still true in tine 50 2 000 cs range where thequiescent flow was very low.
increasing first stage flow to improve response at high fluid viscosities
is nut without attendant undesirable side effects. Analytically it .t,as
shown tiiat increasing first stage flow ircreases valve gain , , nd bandwidth.
It is also apparent from root loci plots that increasing first stage floe
caubes uecreased ov(-gall valve damping and the valve tends to become
11 5
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sontew hat oscillatory in its response at low fluid viscosities. The tendency-
toward underdamped response can 't;e offset by adjusting the effective; :,rmattire
spring constant (Keff). Increasing the armature spring constant will decrease}
	
	 the valve loop gain and conversely decreasing Keff will increase loop gain.The table of physical valve parameters (reference Table 9) for the Moog
valve modifications indicates that Keff was increased ds the first sage flow
was increased, thus keeping the valve loop gain relatively constant.i Keff
lzac not been adjusted to maintain constant loop gain the low viscosity
`
	
	 frequency res p onse would have been underdamped and possibly oscillatory
for Mods I'L and III.
F
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0	 CCMC: LUSIONS
hilt • r,stilta of 111 • ('111111'.1+ 1	 shoved th,tt modiFcations, Short 4f
111.1j0t rt (1. sign, produccd Illt• 1, ► 111)\\'ing AMprovements in the average between
al'T \':)\'.it\'t .1 . 1(I seek- •	 pei'l+,l-111allue.
TABI.E 10
:'EAFOI MANCE i\IPRt)VEViENT THROUGH ViOD':FiCATiO\
,i;'r\'t)\.11! t'
	
Perf.- ,rin.lncc 'ninrovemcllt
	 rat
:;std __ ^i111;1 itur.r _	 Phase	 !	 Visco_it},
11 db
	
550	 !Olio cs
ii-iydraulic ices
	 J. -) db	 ,	 M°	 5000 cs
ea rc h	 j
\40	 ; di)
	
?O°	 I	 -3000 cs
1	 _
Tine hn prove ments sL-ttc•d abo.e compare original and fin.li test data at the
11t;ilest vlsro5ity `.Vhere dat.. were clearly measureable. These results sno:':
that the	 T'.)r iVc'Itli Ills roalized at '.igh !laid viscosities were not sufficient to
recommend the tise ut modified off-tilt • -shell servovalves in low temperavure
space hyara:i1:= applications requi*-ing fist response. Where re sponse is not a
ni.! jL)r recuirement of a systoill Stich servovalves would provide adequate
:-)aeratit;nal capal)aity.
Till' i iiijr•,vennent ..i visc..sit sensitivity for all valves \\as
 attained at the
t'X )eaac 0: L11i11)v:atilre Sensitivi! . T he CJiTli}drison of temperature rata,
'aK n be:.ire and- after s11tJ.!'%d near the same .ir imi)raved oer-
G'll:ancc It lil(,° ail(! -•j' ° t)ui U[_rddCie final response at -G^°F, it \!+ 3S con-
-:1 1 -dod 11F.t1 tht` s.ilat ::i dllFe^tLIO:1S !hat: caused reduction JI valve sensit ivity
:lst::;at :^' .tls•; intr.xhiced tcmperAture sens itivity at 1.3w temperatures :.ear
a threshold :.: valvt: ;)el;orr iancc. lllvestigati,)n of the processes by :ti hFta
:FS ^ine:::.aleau ric'(A l' %%, ;,si)t yC.rid tae sc0pe of the contract being repo _teG.
A c .-Jrn )a r :5 i:: +: th t.. thr et' valve:. t,-Stec a :.7\V: C that the Abex- A tchde i Jet pipe
Valve t \:i.:)i: t iS tCae rt: re AL ae,r .-ev . : 1 im p rovement f ron) the .'+ri l inal c•_mu,_guratF0:2.
Ti1C• 	valvir snr k, ,— (1 uac j,::,t _`•vcr.a ll performincu. uat: .iriginal and final;
ho\veve r, l\ ne' n ::Se r; u7 part of Ine bervo a ctuator System the Hydraulic Resea rca
and X 1  ,..y4 Syst y is provido i airnost equal per:0ri-nancc
ine Oebt ilnai 6y'St(A l l i)e'1': ,1'111anC:', at the Freak trt' qucncy of i) I II, varied Irom
(Ih tC, n('IO\\ 	 (ii) I•)1' 1 7 and
	 +11tJ cenustcj4c uperatwin, ruapectively. Pei'-
f(1r111•tlit	 at the bre.ttt :i't'gtlel,cy dccr • a-,eel sin-dlarly b2tween bill °F ('_7 cs) and
- G =)° (.!5 1 w cs) (ALirina tilt i:l:.ii Lernperatilre• Scries CI teSLS. it is L )ncluded Irum
	
C Ct'^.;lt> I::aL :..rt:1C: (IrV1 . 1JI) iilt'nt 1;1 S01'Vt)val\' C CICSFE;n i i required	 I'tJ ^J-
r}'^?: ::	 ;VUF6 ..: C•'.,t..:)la 1'. ^^ ut:5t? Over the wide temperature anci
.'^^7t • C :t't1 11'1 .ir)dl:t .tC LUation applications,
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Analytical response data obtained ;ising the mathematical m ,)del of a doable
nozzle-flipper servovalve compared favors ;ly with actual Nl , ,og valve data t.,K:n
durin- laboratory tests. It was Shown mat ematically that serve,valve frequency
response characteristics could be improved when using; high viscosity hydraulic
fluids by increasing first stage flow gain in conjunction with the proper value
of armature-flapper effective spring constant. The developed curves -ihowing
first stage flow as a function of kin. matic viscosity are suggested useful tools
in predicting quiescent low variations in servovalves as a function of viscosity 	 -.
wher this flow at a given viscosity is known. Similarly, thc: useful range of
first stage damping factors determined will allow analytical .redictiorc of servo-
valve dynamic response characteristics,
32-114059-1
s, ()R l•:C't) -IAll•AI)ATI0NS
t+, 1
	 S1'S•f Etit I EVEL.0PMi;:`- i' 	 i
ni. ,	 It--,t result-,	 the contract.. prt)gram showed that the hydraulic
system pt,riur:aancr irl1j)-lovement rc,ilized from nludificatiun of off-the-shelf
s: • rvovalves %% ' L- na)_ sufficient to meet -,pace flight control application r.:gulr,_ -
ments. Based on this cuncl ►ision , servuvalve redesign now appears necessary
11 t,Xistiug space performance requirements are to be met, The (Acsign 01 a
MCI•vu\•alve is a major program milestone and then^fore significantly
of octs 6"velopnlen: -;f a coniplete space hydraulic system. ., is therefore
reconlnlended that tile. cleveloprnent of a hydraulic control system fcr space
,tupl:cations be continued but that a re-a.valuatiun of development object vcs
he made. Tht, re-evaluatiun should consider the practical feasibility of
continuing toward &velonnlent of a system for operation within the temperature
range of '7 :i* to -240 * F versus system operation over a more ltmltcd range
and 5:ipplenlented by therlr.al conditioning. Test data results from Lnis
contract and the prt,ccodiag fluid and se al evak;;,`lons (references i, 4, 7, 6, and
7) indicate sunp.-.rt .owarci developing a system that wo:ild operate \,,• '.thin the
higher tl.ree- fourths of the 275° to --'-10°F range, i.e. + 27 ;i to -110°F.
Therla;tl condit.ulling ,%-:.uld be required at the lov-er temi;e.ar.:res.
-V
in evaluatin,; de velui)nWrit objectives to ar,alyze the most practicaldirection
to proceed t. is reconlr-iended that the following areas of research be
illvt,scigateci.
a.	 Perform test research to evaluate the p- • ocesses that cause
se r\'OVaivk , and servosysten) temperature sensitivity,
independent of viscosity, near the performance thresh;;ld
T. the test hardware.
D.
	 An.tlyzc• the relation-zhip, from the temperature sensitivity
ivsts .ana, by comparison R'lth visc:)s:ty data from the
rt,portod program, deterrline th•_ limiting viscosity and
.tZSOCLata"d temperature that represent a reallatic perfo rm-
./ilce goal till• devuiopmenl of a space serve.-tl%,e.
^	 Pcrforni test rese u rc:i to e\'ablate the tomperan.,re-v:ScJSlty
ciL.irtacta • r:ztics of a recirculating hydraulic System in a
5in1iliaL,•d space env:r.)an-ient,
mo("liy tilt , ati.Aly ;ib of the above servo v.,lVe studies LO reL1CCi
ttl,• :t*.-,ulta to the recirculating tests and .ornllilaLC uojecti%-OZ
iiW the shact, nydralzlic systenl cievelopnicill,
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6.-1	 MA TI-I EMA TICA L MODELING
Considerable mathematical endeavors remain in determining the relationship
botween fluid viscosity, valve physical parameters and first stage damping,
The impact of first stage quiescent flow upon the dynamic characteristics of : r`
an electrohydraulie servovalve has pointed out the need for additional
analytical and experimental work to determine the influence of orifice
geometries upon viscous flow in the servovalve first stage. The extremely v
small orifices and clearances common to the high performance servovalve
are quite sensitive to viscous flow effects. Experimental data relating
the orifice geometry and floix conditions to orifice discharge coefficients
would be valuable in formulating more accurate servovalve mathematical
models. A test program designed and instrumented to determine accurately
the influence of upstreann and nozzle-flapper on ice combinations in addition
to second stage metering characteristics in the presence of viscous flow
would be a most fruitful area of future study.
4
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,1 . r	 NEW TECHNOLOGY
Th rV t rr ti) rL• portaulo itern.-- in response -ta .thc New tocil"log; y reporting
rrqu:r: iiicnts iur NASA contra.,ts. _ The ^ifzjrt accomplished t-. , as restricted
to vi analysis of capability, withitti existing servov;tivc technology, to
s- ttisf" space actuation requirements_not-heretofo= ovalualect,.
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